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Board approves 
5.77 percent 
tuition increase 
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YEAR CosT INCREASE 
1992-1993 $12,870 7.7% 
1993-1994 $13,624 5.9% 
1994-1995 $14,424 5.9% 
1995-1996 $15,250 5. 73% 
1996-1997 $16,130 5.77% 
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The Ithacan / Scott McDermott 
A pair of wild turkeys demonstrate their shyness. Wild turkeys are usually a rare sight around 
heavily populated areas, but several have been spotted on campus recently. 
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By Alex Leary 
Ithacan News Editor 
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$225 
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$235 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees approved a 5.77 percent 
mcrease in tuition for 1996-97 dur-
mg its February meetings last week. 
The increase of $860, which is 
~lightly larger than last year, sets 
next year's tuitionat$16,130-up 
from $15,250. 
Additional costs for room, board 
and insurance will bring the total 
cost of attending the College to 
$23,355 per year. 
The cost of a double room in-
creased .by $230, or 7.02 percent. 
Thecostofa20-meal plan increased 
by $166, or 5 percent. Student in-
surance did not increase. 
.TOT4~ ®$T. 
YEAR CosT 
1992-1_993 $18,54~ 
1993-1994 $19,661 
1994-1995 $20,841 
1995-1996 $22,079 
1996-1997 $23,355 
In a letter to parents, explaining 
the increase, President James J. 
Whalen said the increase was part 
of an overall budget increase that is 
designed to meet the College's 
needs and priorities. 
"The College is committed to 
maintainingandenhancingourout-
standing academic programs," 
Whalen wrote. 
The tuition and fees increase is 
part of an overall budget increase 
approved by the board. 
The board also approved an in-
crease of $2.8 million in financial 
aid, an increase of$ l.25 million for 
capital expenditures and a pool in-
crease of four percent. or $1.6 mil-
lion, for employee salary and wage 
increases. 
Pre-sident search advances 
Trustees establish committee to find Whalen's successor 
By Alex Leary 
Ithacan News Editor 
Aftermontl1sofplanning, Ithaca 
College's Presidential Search Com-
miuee is one step closer to choos-
ing the College's seventh president. 
In a letter yesterday to the Col-
lege community, Board of Trustees 
Chairman Herman E. Muller an-
nounced the composition of the 
search commiuee. Muller also out-
lined criteria to be used in the search 
and a statement that will be used to 
attract candidates. These will be 
available for review by the College 
community. 
The committee was planned last 
year after PresidentJ ames J. Whalen 
announced his plan to retire from 
the College after 1996-97. Since 
then, members of the College 
community have prepared for the 
upcoming search. 
According to Muller's letter, the 
committee will be composed of I 3 
members: seven trustees, three fac-
ulty members, a dean, a staff mem-
ber and a student "[This] will allow 
for adequate and effccti ve input and 
representation, while being man-
ageable in tenns of size," Muller 
wrote. 
Muller said the make-up of the 
committee was made in conjunc-
tion with suggestions offered by 
various campus groups. 
The dean and trustees positions 
have been filled. Irene Gomberg, 
Robert Joynt, Robert Kur' 70, David 
Sass '57, William Schwab '68, 
Arlene Wolfee '57 and Muller were 
selected to represent the trustees. 
Richard Miller, dean of the School 
of Health Sciences and Human Per-
fonnance, was selected to repre-
sent the deans. 
Applicants for the faculty, staff 
and student positions are asked to 
submit a resume and cover letter 
describing why he or she would 
like to participate. These materials 
should be sent to the College attor-
ney and secretary of the board, 
Nancy Pringle, by March 22. 
"I would like to have no fewer 
than six faculty candidates, two staff 
candidates and two student candi-
dates," Muller wrote. "It is up to the 
three groups to determine how best 
to recruit nominees." 
Finalists will be chosen by the 
Faculty Council, Staff Council and 
See SEARCH, next page 
Half off acuity tenure decisions announced 
By Amy Desson 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College board of 
Trustees granted 14 faculty mem-
bers tenure and promotion during 
its meetings Feb. 7-9. 
Additionally, the Board pro-
moted seven professors to full pro-
fessor status and promoted one in-
structor to assistant professor sta-
tus. 
"We [bad) 29 candidates and of 
those, cight are promotions and 21 
were up forleDUfe and promotion," 
Provost Thomas Longin said. 
"Fowteenof[thetenureandpro-
molion ca,;es 1 are completed at this 
point," be saicl 
Allhoogh all of thj~ year's cases 
have not yet reached the board. all 
those which did were approved. 
The seven tenure and promotion 
cases tl1at have not yet been decided 
by the board are still at the indi-
vidual school level, in the College's 
Tenure and Promotion Committee 
or in the Appeals Committee, 
Longin said. 
"If a faculty member feels there 
bas been some procedural problem, 
there is an appeal al the College 
level," he said. 
Longin said although the Col-
lege attempts to complete all the 
tenure and promotion cases by the· 
February board meetings, it is not 
unusual for some cases to carry 
over to the May board meetings. 
In order to make their decisions, 
members of the board' sEducational 
Policies Committee are given a list , 
of all the candidates as well as more 
in-depth infonnation on each indi-
vidual. 
"They have a list of all the can-
didates' recommendations, starling 
with the department and going 
through the provost and president; 
then they have a resum~ on each of 
the people," Longin said. 
When making its decisions, the 
board also takes into consideration 
issues such as the tenure cap and 
institutional need. 
A tenure cap ensures that not 
more than 75 percent of a depart-
ment is tenured. 
Institutional need refers to the 
College's curricular and financial 
need. 
"Even on oome o[[theapproved 
cases], we brought to the board's 
attention departments where ten-
ure density levels were getting very 
near or were going slightly over the 
75 percent cap," Longin said. 
These issues will also come into 
play when this year's remaining 
tenure cases go before the board, 
Longin said. 
"Those other seven [cases] are 
still in process," Longin said. 
"Among those seven there are 
probably two or three cases where 
there are some institutional need or 
tenure density cases, where these 
issues clearly have or will affect 
[candidates'] tenure review," he 
said. 
These are not the only reasons 
why the seven cases are moving 
through the process slowly. 
According to Longin, there are 
MEETING 
STORY MENU 
Other Board of Trustees-
related stories 
• Tenure profile ..... page 2 
• New trustee ........ page 3 
• Students react .... page 3 
also some quality or merit consid-
erations that need to be taken into 
accounL 
'1lle first and most important 
judgement in all tenure and promo-
tion cases is the quality judgement; 
then on the second level, you look 
al issues like institutional need, ten-
ure density and diversity in a school 
or the College;· Longin said. 
•• t,~ ~ 
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NINE'"fEEN RECEIVE GOOD NEWS 
The following people were 
granted tenure and/or promoted 
when the Board of Trustees met 
in February. 
Roy H. Park School of 
Communications 
• Jill Swenson, granted tenure 
and promoted to Associate 
Professor 
School of Health Sciences 
end Human Performance 
• Julie Boles, promoted to 
Assistant Professor 
• Charles Ciccone, promoted 
to Full Professor 
• Stephen Lahr, granted 
tenure and promoted to 
Associate Professor 
• Deborah Nawoczenski, 
granted tenure and promoted 
to Associate Professor 
• Gary Sforzo, promoted to 
Full Professor 
tenure and promoted to 
Associate Professor 
• Katharine Kittredge, granted 
tenure and promoted to 
Associa1e Professor 
• Marian MacCurdy, granted 
tenure and promoted to 
Associate Professor 
• Lauren O'Connell, granted 
tenure and promoted to 
Associate Professor 
• Jack Peck, promoted to Full 
Professor 
• Mary Ann Rishel, granted 
tenure and promoted to 
Associate Professor 
• Cynthia Scheibe, granted 
tenure and promoted to 
Associate Professor 
• William Tastle, granted 
tenure and promoted to 
Associate Professor 
• Michael Twomey, promoted 
to Full Professor 
SEA.RCH " .. ~ ·~-
Continued from previous page 
Student Government Association, 
and interviews will be conducted 
with the Executive Committee of 
the board on April 17. Thecommitee 
will begin work the following day. 
The breakdown of the· commit-
teeraisedsomeconcemacrosscarn-
pus yesterday. 
Michael Miller, chair of Staff 
Council, bad mixed feelings about 
the committee. 
"It's kind of hard to get the 
diversity of the campus with just 
one [representative)," Miller said, 
"although staff members are happy 
to have the opponunity ." 
However, Miller said 
downsizing has increased the 
workload, which restrains people 
from leaving their work stations; 
therefore, one representative may 
..... -, ,. 
be sufficient 
"'It's hard to find someone to put 
in the time effort to satisfy a com-
mittee Uf that magnitude," he said. 
Warren Schlesinger, associate 
professor of accounting and Fac-
ulty Council chair, said some of the 
faculty were not expecting Muller's 
announcement. 
"Weoriginallyaskedforsixfac-
ulty members, so we were surprised 
to be infonned that it was three and 
there would be no direct elections," 
he said. 
Schlesinger said be would be 
consulting with the Faculty C9un-
cil about these matters.Stanley Selt-
zer, associate professorofmath and 
computer science, agreed. 
"I'm a little disappointed that 
the board felt the need to make sure 
FEBRUARY 15, 1996 
they had more than anyone else and 
·leave the faculty three seats," Seit. 
zer said. "I think (the faculty) have 
been trying very bard to build a 
relationship with board and the 
[next) preSident," Seltzer said. "! 
think the board did not reciprocate 
- I hope it still works out" 
Pringle said the board felt the 
size of the committee was reason-
able and it took into consideration 
suggestions solicited from the Col-
lege community earlier this year. 
"Once you get too large you get 
into logistical scheduling proh-
lems," Pringle sai.d. She added that 
five of the trustees who were se. 
lected for the committee are alumni 
of the College. In addition, those 
trustees represent four of the 
College's schools, she said. 
• Ellen Staurowsky, granted 
tenure and promoted to 
Associate Professor 
School of Humanities 
• Gladys Varona-Lacey, 
granted tenure and promoted 
to Associate Professor 
School of Music 
• Grant Cooper, granted 
tenure and promoted to Full 
Professor 
Briefly 
and Sciences 
• Jules Benjamin, promoted to 
Full Professor 
• Mary Turner De Palma, 
granted tenure and promoted 
to Associate Professor 
• Norman Johnson, granted 
RECYCLE 
• Deborah Montgomery, 
promoted to Full Professor 
• Rodney Winther, promoted 
to Full Professor 
Please recycle 
this Ithacan. 
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111t• New,paprr for the Ithaca College Community 
EVENTS 
• The Tompkins County Task 
Force for Battered Women, 
Child Sexual Abuse Project 
and Ithaca Rape Crisis were 
among hundreds of others who 
participated in STOP Sexual 
Assault and Domestic Vio-
lence: Legislative Awareness 
Day 1996 in Albar:iy on Feb. 6. 
Anyone interested in hearing 
more about the conference or 
issues of domestic violence 
and sexual assault should call 
277-3203 or 273-5589. 
• Ithaca College's publication 
POINT OF VIEW 
dedicated to the feminist move-
ment, Pro-Fusion, will be accept-
ing submissions for its 1996 
edition. Any creative or literary 
media can be submitted. Submis-
sions will be accepted from Ithaca 
College, Cornell University and all 
members of the city of Ithaca 
community. The deadline is March 
5. All submissions should be 
dropped off at Park 240. For 
more information call 277-1759. 
• Two music recitals will be 
performed Sunday Feb. 18 in the 
Ford Hall auditorium. One is 
scheduled for 2 p.m. and the other 
at 8:15. 
• Anyone interested in the 
Rochester Institute of 
Technology's four plus one 
MBA program should attend a 
tre·e pizza party in th~ fourth 
floor loungeof Smiddy Hall. 
Feb. 27 at 12:05 p.m. For more 
information contact the Dean's 
Office of the School of Busi-
ness at 27 4-3940. 
CORRECTiONS 
• In an article in the Feb. 8, 
1996 Ithacan, Sigma Alpha 
Iota was incorrectly listed as a 
sorority. Sigma Alpha Iota 
should have been listed as a 
'professional music fraternity. 
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SUN TANNING STUDIO ~ TREE 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
272-5598 
609 W. Clinton St. 
THE ORBIT IS HERE!! 
12 Minute Tanning Bed For A 1.00 Per Minute 
,------------, I 2 Week Unlimited I 
Please 
recycle this 
Ithacan. 
I Single Facial I 
I 19.95 ·exp. 2/21 I The ITHACAN L----------..1 Th, N,wspapn-for the Ithaca C.U.,, c-ity 
BIG 
AL'S 
PIZZA~ 
~ 
27-2-3448 
1103-DANBY RD. 
-
STORE HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday: 6 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday & Saturday: 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
Sunday: 8 a.m. to Midnight 
FREE DELIVERY: 
Monday - Thursday: 11 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday: 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
Saturday: Noon to 1 a.m. 
Sunday: Noon to Midnight 
,--------- --------, I 
I 
I 
- I 
I 
Large Cheese Pizz3: and·2·· 16oz. P~psis 
For -$6.99 tax included 
*YOU MUST MENTION AD WHEN ORDERING AND PRF.SENT IT UPON PURCHASE Ill• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• EXPIRES 2122196 · NOT v AUD wrm ANY oTIIER oFFE.RU 
._ ____________________________ _ 
Hair Design and Tanning 
at Rogan's Comer 
277-TANS (277-8267) 
within walking distance to LC. 
and plenty of free parking! -~ 
Walk-ins Welcome!. :! tf_jjf 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • 
: $S.OO OFF : One M~nth ~nlimited -= . $3.00 OFF : 
• H hli • anrung • Shampoo, • 
• ig ghting • . 
• • Single Bed Triple Bed : Cut and Dry : 
• • $29.99 $35.00 - • • 
·····················~············· · Piease present cogpon upon visit. Specials expire March 8. . 
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Search sparks student interest 
Committee_ lacks 
student input in 
search process 
liUJe response from students. The 
"If students are not part new survey will allow students to 
of the process, I don't comment on any opinions or con-
know if that would be cems they have concerning the sc-
[positive]·fior an lection of a new president. 
"The purpose of the survey is to 
incoming president." get the general opinion of the stu-
By Bryan Chambala -Timothy Speicher '96, dents," McCarthy said. "We want 
Ithacan Staff Student Government the [board] to know how we feel." 
One. Association president Jennifer Caprio '99 said, "The 
That is the number of student ----------- selection of the new president af-
reprcsentatives to be appointed to be [positive] for an incoming presi- fccts us directly. Our voice should 
the Presidential Search Committee dent," Speicher said. be heard throughout the campus." 
scheduled to convene on April 18. The purpose of the Search Com- Also included in Muller's letter 
In a leuer sent out to Staff and mittee is to recommend a candidate was a Presidential Position Specifi-
Faculty Councils and the Student to the board: While the Search cation, which will act as a job de-
Government Association, Herman Committechasthepowertorecom-· scription for any candidates inter-
E.Muller,cbairmanoftheBoardof mend, the board has final say in the ested in the position. The descrip-
Trustees, stated the committee will selection process. lion includes information concern-
be comprised of seven trustees in- "We pay to come here," Greg ing duties, responsibilities and de-
cluding Muller, threefacultymem- Scaffidi '99 said. "Why can't we sired personal traito; suggested for 
hers, a dean, a staff member and have an equal amount of students the candidates. 
one student. and trustees?" With only one mention in the 
Many students are unhappy with Nancy Pringle, College attorney description of involvement with the 
the breakdown. and secretary of the board, said the student body, the letter created con-
"There are some definite repre- board felt the breakdown was ad- cern. 
~entation issues with the letter," equate because too large of a com- 'Tm not really happy with the 
said Timothy Speicher '96, Student miucewould be counterproductive. description right now," Speicher 
GovemmentAssocialionpresident. In an attempt to deal with the said. "They missed a few things 
"Students need to be part of the issue, the Student Government involving the students." 
selection process." Presidential Search Committee, Any students who wish to com-
While the student body consists consisting of 15 student govern- ment on the search process or the 
of approximately 5,000 students, ment representatives, will conduct presidential job description can 
only21 trusteescomprisetheboard. a phone survey involving the stu- reach Muller through Pringle. 
AccordingtoSpeicher,thisleadsto dent body, said committee chair Students wishing to make sug-
lhe misrepresentation of the stu- Brian McCarthy. gestions or comments Lo Student 
dent body during the process. The survey, which will target Government can reach Speicher 
"If students are not part of the 300student<;, isafollow-uptoapoll through the Office of Student 
process, I don'tkn~w if that would conducted in the fall that received Activities. 
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Board adds new 
trustee at meeting 
By Ithacan Staff 
The president and chief ex-
ecutive officer of a real estate 
development and management 
finn in Manhattan became the 
newest member of the Ithaca · 
College Board of Trustees dur-
ing last week's meetings. 
William L. Haines, president 
and founderofBromley Compa-
nies, was elect.cd to serve a five-
year tenn on U1e board, accord-
ing to a statement issued by the 
College Wednesday night. 
Bromley develops and oper-
ates office buildings, apartment 
complexes, industrial and retail 
properties and college residence 
facilities throughout the coun-
try. 
Bromley operates facilities at 
the University of Illinois, North-
ern Illinois University and Ohio 
University. Haines once served 
as director of housing at Ohio 
University, where he met Ithaca 
College President James J. 
Whalen. 
"[Haines] has a tremendous 
working knowledge of both 
higher education and business, 
which will serve as an invalu-
William Haines 
able resource to the board," 
Whalen said in the statement. 
Haines also serves as chair of 
Tice Food Service Corporation, 
Bromley /Suncoast Pallet Recy-
clers and the American Bank of 
Illinois Holding Company. 
Haines said he looks forward 
to working on the board. "Ithaca 
College bas an incredible repu-
tation throughout New York and 
the Northeast. and it is a plea-
sure for me to participate in the 
governance of a college that is 
so well known and respected," 
he said. 
AilleriCorps prograin's benefits outweigh costs, study finds 
By College Press Service 
Although some criticize the 
AmcriCorps program as too costly, 
a new University ofMinnesota study 
could give the program, one of Presi-
dent Clinton's favorites, a boost. 
The IO-month study of 
AmeriCorps, the domestic equiva-
lent of the Peace Corps, and a simi-
lar state program indicates that the 
benefits to Minnesota communities 
far outweigh the costs. 
The study cited one example 
where a program designed to re-
duce crime by youth actually de-
creased vandalism by 33 percent in 
that community. Reduced police 
costs, lower property taxes and re-
duced incarceration produced a 
savings of $2.91 for every federal 
dollar spent. 
"We claim that AmcriCorps and 
YouthWorks [the state program] 
had an impact." said Robert D. 
Shumer of the school's Center for 
Experimental Education and Ser-
vice-Learning. 
Butadollarfigure is not tl1eonly 
measurement of the program· s 
worth. The study noted that corp 
members fostered cooperation 
within the communities and served 
as "a catalyst for people to work 
together." 
Now, in its second year, 
AmeriCorps has more than 25,000 
young adults working in 438 com-
munities to cam money for college. 
A study released last June ana-
Iyzcd three programs within 
AmeriCorps and found that they 
returned $1.60 to $2.60 in 
measurable hencf its for every fed-
eral dollar spent, Bloch said. 
AmeriCorp members receive 
about $7,800 for yearly living ex-
penses, then a $4,700 education 
grant at the end their year of scr-
vice. 
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IC Graduation 
•Lakefront Cottage 
•Elegant 3-bedroom 
•Beautifully furnished, linens 
•25' deck overlooking lake 
•Jacuzzi 
•BBQ 
•Boats 
•Drive to door 
Call Sara 272-6758 
The ITHACAN 
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SPICE IT UP 
Let The Ithacan "Accent" your 
weekend plans every Thursday. 
The ITHACAN 
Tiu Ncwnptipa fer N llhoca Col.us,, C~f)' 
~i-:-'0.W. ,~~;:,,g;:0:1;::,i;;;;:zi'.W0}%0{2Y.$:;o/,x<;:.w.z:::,t 
2en Pak Hala Telephmo 27~·3207 a Fax 274-156> L..----------------
HELP·OTHERS DISCOVER I.C.!' I\ 
Cent£'t d-/al'U!U.ttE.u. 
dla.i't ~tud.io 
'The Poetly of Haircutting' 
Special Price with this $2 Off coupon: 
GUYS $10 GALS $13 
Regular Price: Guys $12 Gals $15 Perms $40 
Center Ithaca 
Your Stylists: The Commons 
L Rebecc:3_& le'!!!.,ifer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ithaca, NY 14850 _J 
PHONATHON 1996 
~. 
.SHABBAT THIS WEEK 
Fri. 6pm - Conservative SVC 
Reform SVC 
If you would like to share your pride in I. C. 
with accepted students, volunteer for Pbonathon 1996. 
WHEN:. FEBRUARY 12 - MARCH 28 
WHERE~ OFFICE OF ADMISSION 
TIME: 5:30 P.M. - 9:30 P.M. 
· "Refreshments will be served 
Pick up a sign-up form in the Office of Admission 
or Campus Center Information Desk. 
V 
both in Muller Chapel · 
7pm - SHABBAT DINNER! 
Terrace Dining Hall 
Wednesday, February 21st 
A Women's New Moon Gathering led by 
Mindy Sue Shapiro 
8 p.m. in Muller Chapel 
Join Us! 
4 THE llllACAN 
TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF AND YOUR PARTNER 
Protection against sexually 
transmitted diseases (STDs) 
Condoms are available at 
the Ithaca College Health Center Medication Room 
6 for $1.00 
During regular cllnlc hours 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Cash Is acceptable 
~=====~•~~~~~~-
L JlMPRESS·YOUR 
PARENTS WlTlt YOUR 
EXCELLENT. TAST£ IN 
RESTAURANTS.MAK£ 
RESERVATIONS FOR: 
. Summer Houstng 
:::m New York c,~ 
- . '=I 
- --=t 
_ _. 
Uve at New York University in the heart of Greenwich Village wbile 
you work, do an internship, or just enjoy summer in the cl~ 
• Minutes from New York's business and cultural centers 
• Apartment-style and traditional residences, single and 
double occupancy 
• Outstanding sports-recreation facility 
• Over 1,000 courses offered day and evening 
Housing available May 19-August 10 
For more information, call toll free 
1-800-771-4NYU, ext. 903 
._ .. ,- ~ , ... -- ....... 
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The Ithacan/Dana Brainerd 
Members of the Ithaca College community listen intently during a sexual harassment workshop 
Tuesday night. Participants learn strategies and techniques with which to battle power disparity. 
Harassment solutions offered 
Workshop educates community on difficult subject 
If a satisfactory situation cannot ter, abouf their feelings of what wa~ 
By Andrew Tutino be reached, students can use the wrong about the scene. 
Ithacan Assistant News Editor Affirmative Action Office on cam- Following the question-and-an-
Seventy-four people concerned pus, said-Francine Montemurro, swer section, Allen-Meyer fnter-
about harassment and other fonns affirmative action officer at Ithaca preted what wrongs were commit-
of powerdisparity auendeda work- College. ted by both the student and the 
shop that suggested fresh ideas on "We want to alert people of the professor. 
how to combat these fonns of dis- harassment problem and let them The professor violated the four 
crimination Tuesday night in the know where their resources are on principlesexpectedin~lationships 
Muller Chapel. campus," Montemurro said. of any fonn: safety, security, com-
The workshop, sponsored by the The program began with a read- fort and empowerment . ; 
Sexual Harassment Awareness ing of act one, scene one of David :' The power relationship of the 
Committee, demonstrated tech- Mamet's "Oleanna." The scene in- classroom bad now moved into the 
niques and a1teriiative · nieth·ods · volves a professor anci student wbo-personal domain, AUen~Meyersaict. 
people-can use when faced with meet in an office setting. The char- Next Allen-Meyer split the]au-
these compromising situations. acters are supposed to be engaging dience into sections, labeling one 
Glenn Allen-Meyer, human re- in a discussion concerning the responsibleandwell-organizecl,and 
source consultant at Cornell Uni- student's lack of comprehension of the other their complete opposites. 
versity, coached the audience material covered in class. Katie Tbe groups intermingled, conflict-
through the workshop. Clark '99 played the role of Carol, ing in their approaches to hypo-
Allen-Meyer discussed assertion the student, and Jack Hrkach, assis- thetical situations. Allen-Meyer 
methods that can be used ifa person tant professor of theatre arts, played encouraged the groups to compro-
is involved in a barrassing situa- the role of John, the professor. misc. 
lion, including ways to tell a person The professor makes the student Wrapping up the program, Allen-
they are overpowering you, with- feel uncomfortable in the setting by Meyer introduced methods that can 
out yelling and screaming. overpowering her with statements be used to help in overpowering 
A method Allen-Meyer suggests that were unrelated to the situation. situations, and the characters used 
is not just telling people you feel · Tbis section paved the way for them to find a remedy to their situ-
bad, but explaining how and wby the second installment of the work- ation. 
you feel that way when they engage shop. Allen-Meyer elicited audi- If you feel you are a victim of 
in certain actions. cnce discussion about what tran- harassment, or need help commu-
"This method is a useful way for spired in the scene. The crowd was nicating with an authority figure on 
peopletoassertthemselves," Allen- urged to ask questions of the per- campus, you can call Montemurro 
Meyer said. fonners, wbo remained in charac- at 274-3909. 
Liberal arts champions choice 
H&S students find 
career opportunities 
in various fields 
you are very well rounded," Cohen Cohen said this is why a liberal 
said. "I think that being a major in arts education is valuable. 
H&S makes you flexible and able "It gives [students] the skills and 
'to change yourcarcer-mostpeople knowledge needed to pick up a 
do." master's degree. With a liberal arts 
John Bradac, director of the Of- degree they. have some experience 
By Mary Wilson fice of Career Planning and Place- or knowledge to move into another 
Ithacan Staff ment, said, "Tbe average graduate area," she said. 
Every year, students ask them- will have about two to three careers Cohen said students face a great 
selves, "What am I going to do with in their lifetime and about 10 to 15 amountofuncertainty by notknow-
my major when I graduate?" jobs." ing what they will be doing after 
Stu~ents who are in a major that Cohen said she recently con- graduation. . 
prepares them for a specific job ducted a survey of about 600 stu- "I think this can be really frus-
usually know what they want, but dents to see what graduates are do- trating and scary for students, but 
some students in the School of Hu- ing. The survey was sent out to that's life. The ambiguity is the 
manities and Sciences are not sure graduates from the p~t 10 years. good part of being in humanities 
what job to pursue after graduation. "About 90 percent of the people and sciences because that's what 
However, Jodi Cohen, associate we heard from get a job in the field your life is really going to be like 
professor of speech communica- they want within the first year," whenyougetoutofcollege,"Coben 
lion, said that students who gradu- Cohen said. . said. ; , 
ate from humanities and sciences Cohen said changing jobs often Cohen said people in business 
have many benefits over some pro- reflects a personal change of iqter- like liberal arts majors because they 
fessional progtiµns of study.. . . ~L. ··s9me.:~uates,w_etoundhave ar~;flexible. "[Liberal arts majors] 
-rile main benefit is that you reallychanged," shesa1d. 1befve tend to be thinkers and they.can 
receive a genei.;ll education. I think gone into something like marketing tolerate ambiguity,'' she said. ~ey 
· that' s\1ery ben~ to your devel- and then they switched over to edu- are creative and resourceful aiKI 
opment as a~ being because cation or counseling... know how to speak and write we)I." 
... ·~-:,, .;:·. -.. ~---· -- -·· - -'"--;---'_""""!-·:~'""-----"t"-:-... ~· •. • -~-- ...,;. . ..r-_---'lt.~-·--·.;'-:. ..... -._-::-.-~-; - -·..-~"",.::. .• 
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Comlilunications act darkens web fronts 
By T. Teejay "Hoang 
Ithacan Staff · 
The darkness of opposition has overshad-
owed the World Wide Web since last week as 
President Bill Clinton signed a bill in an 
attempt to curb obscenity and harassment in 
cyberspace. 
As part of the Telecommunications Act, 
the Communications Decency Act of 1996 
tookeffectFeb.8. Thenewlegislation, which 
is an amendment to the Communications Act 
of 1934, spells out restrictions and penalties 
on misuses of telecommunications facilities. 
As with any other electronic form of com-
munications, the law also applies to anyone 
using the Internet, according Michael Taves, 
director of Academic Computing Services. 
All Internet-based transactions such as e-
mail and the Web are subject to the new 
legislation. 
The CDA states that those who knowingly 
use a "telecommunications device" to make, 
create or solicit and initiate the electronic 
transmission of any materials that arc "ob-
scene, lewd, lascivious, filthy or indecent, 
with intent to annoy, ·abuse, threaten or ha-
rass another person" can be fined up to 
$250,000 and sentenced to two years in prison. 
"It bothers me that members 
of Congress and the President 
signed the bill regardless of 
opposition by civil liberties 
groups." 
- Jayson Habennan '96, Ithaca 
College Democrats president 
The legislation can also be applied to "pa-
tently offensive" information sent to recipi-
ents under 18 years of age. 
However, the law does not define what 
constitutes abusive materials. 
"Tenns such as 'obscene' or 'filthy' arc 
being treated as if we already had an estab-
lished, nonnative definition of what [they] 
mean," Taves said. 
Taves said the primary intention of the 
new legislation is to prevent electronic ac-
cess to obscenity and pornographic materials 
by children. 
Students agree that the CDA contains 
ambiguous wording. 
Jayson Habennan '96, president of Ithaca 
College Democrats said, "The CD A has good 
intention, but its language is too broad and in 
fact may be unconstitutional. It has to be clear 
and concise. It doesn't set parameters on 
what's illegal and what's permissible." 
A member of Student Home Pages (S HP), 
Haberman said he often uses e-mail to com-
municate and seek infonnation on new legis-
lation and has been following CD A issues for 
about a year. 
"It bothers me that members of Congress 
and the President signed the bill regardless of 
opposition by civil liberties groups," 
Habennan said. "I feel it's important that 
government should not be involved in this 
issue. It's the responsibility of parents to 
control what their children can or cannot 
access." 
Craig Bloem '97, president of SHP, said, 
"The legislation will limit what studenL<; can 
say or publish on the network. This is intimi-
dating to a college environment" 
SHP informed its members of the new 
legislation yesterday via e-mail. Bloem said 
the organization plans to blacken its Web 
site's front page in support of online freedom 
of speech. 
Bloem said SHP's executive members 
have decided to oppose the legislative provi-
sion. His group will join many others who 
have blackened their home pages in protest 
of the CDA, he added. 
Following the passage of the legislation 
was a massive online protest known as "Black 
Thursday." National organizations partici-
pating in the protest have infonned Internet 
users of new law. They have also campaigned 
Web surfers to turn their pages into black 
background with white letters. 
"I blackened my home page because the 
U.S. government passed a law that restricts 
online speech," said Ben Watson '98, whose 
Web page has been blackened since Feb. I. 
Civil liberty organizations such as the 
American Civil Liberties Union have chal-
lenged the CDA, citing free speech as their 
principle ground, Taves said. The Supreme 
Court is currently investigating the legisla-
tion. 
Connections to the online civil liberty 
group Electronic Frontier Foundation's 
homepage increased 500percent, from 80,000 
per day to 400,000 during the week the Tele-
communications Act was passed, according 
to campaign activist Ryan Thornburg. 
Until the court renders its final decision, 
academic communities such as Ithaca Col-
lege will still be affected by the new legisla-
tion, Taves said. 
Only then in cyberspace, you might be 
surfing a world of darkness. 
Student government could leave clubs thirsty 
Budget woes make 
return of funds a 
possibility for clubs 
to allocate for club funding the rest 
of the year. This may leave some 
clubs out to dry, said Jason 
Samansky '97, SGA vice president 
of Business and Finance. 
The Student Government Bud-
get Committee announced on Tues-
day that it would no longer be ac-
cepting requests for funds. Previ-
ously approved budgets will remain 
intact despite the budget scare. 
with $268,000 to allocate to indi-
vidual clubs associated with the 
College. Clubs depend on SGA 
funding, fund raisers and individual 
contributions to operate through-
out the academic year. 
few thousand more, but we didn't 
anticipate thcimpactoftheseclubs." 
On the average, a club will re-
ceive $1,200 from SGA, but the 
amount varies according to the or-
ganization, Samansky said. 
money would be returned from 
clubs who had borrowed from SGA 
under agreed-upon terms. 
Samansky was unsure of the dollar 
amount that would be returned to 
the fund. 
By Bryan Chambala 
Ithacan Staff 
The Student Government float-
ing fund which supports the 
College' sclubs is in dangerof sink-
ing. 
Samansky said the organization 
may have underestimated its total 
budget earlier this year. 
"A club may receive anywhere 
between $3,000 and $200, depend-
ing on the decision of the Budget 
Committee," Samansky said. 
SGA President Timothy 
Speicher '96 said the organization 
submitted a request for increased 
funding through John B. Oblak, 
Vice President of Student Affairs, 
but is not confident that it will be 
approved. The organization bas $433 left 
The Student Government Asso-
ciation begins each academic year 
"There are three or four new 
clubs that weren't associated with 
SGA last year," Samansky said. 
"We thought that we might need a 
During Tuesday's meeting, it 
was mentioned that some money 
may be returned to SGA. This 
SPRING RUSH1996 
for 
Greek 
the 5 Recognized 
Houses on Campus 
<l>MA 
National, Professiona1. 
LAI 
lntemationa1. Professional, 
Music Fraternity for Women Music Fraternity for Men 
~<l>Z 
Social Service 
Sorority for Women 
M<J>E 
International, Coed, 
Professional, Music Fraternity 
KrlJl 
Professional, Coed, National 
Perfonning Arts Fraternity 
*. For contact with individual houses for more 
information, rush dates, etc., pick up a Student 
Organization Directory in the Office of Campus 
Center/ Activities--or call at 274-3222 
* There is no pressure or obligation to become a 
memoer. Learn 1nore about an important aspect of 
college life r.t Ithaca College!!! 
THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY SUMMER PROGRAM 
IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
June 2-July 27, 1996 Ithaca, New York 
• You're a liberal arts major. 
• You enjoy your field of study. You're· good at it. 
• Now build on your talents and accomplishments! 
Want to explore the possibility of 
a career in international business? 
The Cornell University Summer Program 
in International Business will provide 
an understanding of the global economy 
and the skills needed to succeed in the 
business world. 
Business leaders stress the importance 
of the abilities and perspectives 
developed by a liberal arts education 
in today's global business environment. 
These include the ability to reason 
critically and to solve problems; 
research and communication skills; 
and the knowledge and appreciation 
of other cultures. To these abilities, the 
Cornell University Summer Program 
in International Business will add and 
certify a coherent-body of knowledge 
and skills directly related to international 
economic activity. 
All students in the Summer 
Program in International Business 
take the following four courses. 
(There are no course prerequisites.) 
Participants who successfully 
complete the program will receive 
twelve credits and a formal Cornell 
University certificate. 
• Government 331 
The Political Environment 
of International Business 
• Human Resources 468 
Organization and Hum,rn 
Resources Management 
Simulation 
• Economics 206 
Economics In lnternat1on,1I 
Perspective 
• Economics 105 
Introduction to Financial 
and Management Accounting 
Information Session 
with Professor Jonas Pontusson, program director, 
February 15, 12:15-1:00 p.m. in 132 McGraw Hall. 
Or see Professor Pontusson during office hours: 
Monday and Wednesday, 11 :00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. 
School of Continuing Education and Summer Sessions 
B20 Day Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853-2801 . 
E-mail: sp@sce.cornell.edu • Web site: http://www.sce.cornell.edu/CUSS/ 
Telephone: 607 255-7259 
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Culture in cyberspace 
Group discusses race and ethnicity on Net 
By Jen Reardon 
Ithacan Staff 
A new way for students Lo dis-
cuss multicultural issues relating to 
Ithaca College and beyond has been 
discovered: Cyberspace. 
The on-line discussion group, 
known as the multiculturalism fo-
rum, began in early December 1995. 
It is coordinated by Assistant Pro-
fessor Gil Harris and Assislanl Pro-
fessor Julio Lopez-Arias. 
Students use the forum, which is 
a sLudenL-led discussion, as a way 
to speak out on various topics, Har-
ris said. 
"[It] has been used as a bulletin 
board just for announcing events," 
he said. It has also been used for 
Lwo major areas of discussion: 
• To increase awareness of 
multiculturalism on campus; 
• To discuss issues of race, 
eUmicily and depression in the 
States and the world at large. 
"What happens at I.C. is mevila-
hly related to what happens in U1e 
broader picture," Harns said. 
Harris acts as a moderator and 
contributes to U1e discussion with 
accounts of events occurring in dif-
ferent parts of the country mid world. 
Disagreements over issues and 
events cropped up lit<;! semester in 
the forum. 
'T d like to U11nk that U1c dis-
agreements have been productive, 
and it's been really useful to have a 
forum in which people from differ-
ent backgrounds can come to-
geUler," Harris said. 
positive feedback. Student groups 
including African-Latino Society, 
Student Government Association, 
Created Equal and a variety of oth-
ers have become involved with the 
multicullural forwn to discuss race, 
gender, sexual orientation and any 
other issues which arc of concern to 
the students. 
More people need to become 
involved because at the moment the 
discussion group is mostly limited 
to the original members, said Yanira 
Clemente '99, organizer of Sisters 
and Brothers United Step Team. 
The discussion has been posi-
tive and raises issues that stimulate 
a continuous dialogue, Clemente 
.said. However, she said she be-
lieves issues such as race need to be 
discussed more. "The heated dis-
cussion expresses different view-
points, and people can gel tl10ughL<; 
out wiUlout interruptions," she said. 
However, the electronic mail 
forum docs have its limitations, 
Harris said. 
"People arc not brought together 
in one room. And I U1ink U1cre is a 
feeling among a lot of subscribers 
U1at the momentum has slowed 
down a bit," he said. 
This semester there has been 
debate concerning the need to Lake 
action raUler than just speaking 
about the topics at hm1d. "People 
need to talk about issues mid have 
knowledge of them before Laking 
action," Clemente said. 
FORUM · 
To subscribe to the 
multiculturalism forum or to 
post a message, send an 
e-mail message to 
Harrisj@lthaca.edu. 
told me, 'The organization within 
can't do anytl1ing wiUlout,"' she 
continued The individual groups 
on campus musL unite and come lo 
agreement before any significant 
change can Lake place, she said. 
Arias said Ule goal of tl1c group 
was lo share cultures but thus far 
notl1ing subslmltial has come of it. 
Discussion has been good at times, 
but "face-to-face" communication 
is belier, he said. 
Hogle is a lilUe wary thal inter-
pretation over e-mail may be 
skewed. "Sometimes on computers 
you can't get a feel for whal they' re 
saying. You cml't see what is in 
their facial expression or in tl1eir 
eyes," she said. 
An all-campus meeting is being 
planned for early March to discuss 
U1e future of the forum, Harris said. 
"We wmll to allow discussion lo 
build up to tlic meeting so thaL stu-
dents may bring concrete sugges-
tions for action," Harris said. 
"We want as many students on 
cmnpus to subscribe to this as pos-
sible," Harris said. "TI1at doesn't 
mean Uial they have to Lake an ac-
tive part in the dialogue. Just listen-
ing, just finding out what's going 
on elsewhere on campus is going to 
be a small bul crucial slep toward 
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College schedules 
panel on AIDS 
By Kiriko Nishiyama 
Ithacan Staff 
When Patricia Cornell facili-
tates next week's eighth annual 
Living With AIDS Panel, she will 
be without a respected collegue 
and friend. 
Cornell, a physician's assis-
lmll at the J. David Hammond 
Health Center and chair of the 
AIDS Working Group at IUlaca 
College, losla friend and panelist 
when Cindi Vigsby died in De-
cember. Vigsbywas28 years old, 
and she had AIDS. 
However, the panel will con-
tinue Monday, Feb. 19 at 7 p.m. 
in the Emerson Suites and it will 
dedicated lo Vigsby. 
The panel is sponsored by 
Ithaca College AIDS Working 
Group, Ule Prevention Network, 
AIDS WorkofTompkinsCounLy 
and S.A.G.E. 
Cornell said the purpose of 
the forum was to educate the pub-
lic on a variety of issues 
Nicole Hess berger, anchor for 
NcwsCentcr 7, will be the mod-
erator for Ule panel. Ara Karlbcrg, 
direct support advocate al AIDS 
Work of Tompkins Counly, will 
be a guest speaker, addressing 
U1e concepts of AIDS in our cul-
Lure and challenge of finding ad-
equate medical care. Six people 
arc planned for U1e panel, and all 
of them arc HIV positive. 
"We bring a diverse group," 
Karl berg said. "Everyone can a<;-
socialc Ulemselves to those who 
arc on the panel. They represent 
lives with HIV." 
Martin P. Brooks, education 
coordinator of AIDS Work of 
Tompkins County, said one of 
the panelists is a college student. 
and Lwo of them have children. 
The panelists will share their sto-
ries with the audience, he said. 
"My hope is that U1c audience 
will come Lo be able to see AIDS 
not as a word they hear in the 
classroom, but see it as some-
thing Lhat people are directly af-
fected by," Brooks said. 
Karlberg said U1e biggest 
problem in educating college stu-
dents of AIDS infection is that 
students believe it cannol hap-
pen to Ulem. 
Bul it can happen to anyone. 
Half a million AIDS cases have 
been reported to Ule Center of 
Disease Control since 1981; 62 
percent of the people inflicted 
wiU1 the disease have died, ac-
cording to information provided 
by Cornell. 
According toJ ulia Tagliaven-
lo, senior medical technologist 
al tl1e health center, 10 to 15 
students visil tl1c center every 
week lo take Ulc HIV tesL 
Tagliavenlo docs not think 
Ulis is a sufficienl number for 
students. "I think it's beneficial 
for people to know thal they arc 
HIV negative. It's also impor-
lmlt to know if U1ey are positive 
because then appropriate care and 
follow-up can be done," Cornell 
said. The students involved have had 
mixed reactions but mainly give 
BeU1 Hogle '97 also auested to 
U1e need for active participation. 
"People can't expect immediate 
change.We must put our nose to the 
grind," she said. "Rashaad Sass once 
raisingawareness."r-------========================:,' 
--------------------------QIBEX® ... 
worth the weight! 
', 
,'.,,. 
The ~ 
\t .ourtside l Racquet- & Fitnes~s Club 
t> 
BIG CHANGES IN FACILITIES 
• New Cybex Circuit • New State-of-the-Art Aerobics Studio 
• Bigger & Better Free Weight Room 
NO CHANGES IN SEMESTER RATE 
Judd Falls Rd. 277-0200 
IT 
BEA PART OF 
AN EXCITING TEAM! 
PEER RECRUITERS 
------+------
These special student volunteers help 
high school seniors get to know LC.! 
Orientation Meeting: 
Sunday, February 18 1996 
6:00 - 7:00 pm 
Office of Admission 
100 Job Hall 
ALL ARE. WELCOME! 
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Pan_e1· offers career advice 
Liberal arts leads 
to different paths 
By T. Teejay Hoang 
Ithacan Staft 
Uncertainty and changes in ideas 
about career direction can be dis-
couraging for liberal arts studenL'>. 
However, this field of study.can be 
useful in building a foundation for 
entering competitive j,ob markets, 
said alumni of the School of Hu-
manilicsandScicncesduring a pancl 
discussion last Thursday. 
llhaca College graduates re-
turned to their alma mater to ad-
dress the career concerns of liberal 
arts majors in a panel discussion 
entitled "Career Focus for Humani-
ties and Sciences Students." 
Decisions to prepare for a spe-
cific career are sometimes prob-
lematic for liberal arts students, 
since most of these !najors are not 
career-directed or specifically de~-
signed for a particular job, said 
Gregory Littlepage of the Office of 
Career Planning and Placement. 
Joining facilitator Michael 
Twomey, professor and chairof the 
English department, were three 
graduates of H&S. . 
One of the alumni panelisL<; wa<; 
Susan DiPace, history '74. A mem-
ber of the Alumni Board at Ithaca 
College, she has had several changes 
in her career. She currently advises 
human services at Nortel, a tele-
communication finn based in New 
York City l11atcompetes with long-
distance carrier AT & T. 
''It's not what I planned lo do," 
she said. DiPace started out as a 
teacher and taught for five years 
before changing jobs. 
"I wouldn't trade my liberal arts 
background for anything else, be-
cause it offered strong writing ca-
pability, practical research and lime 
management. These skills have been 
invaluable,"DiPaccsaid, noting that 
her major prepared her well Lo work 
in the largest human resource team 
at her company. 
Joanna Ledbetter '94 said she 
changed her major about five times 
before deciding on speech commu-
nication. Ledbetter now serves a~ 
assistant to the director of admis-
sions at Ithaca College. 
"Speech communication isn't 
about a specific field, hut it is im-
portalll because it gave me confi-
dence in my speaking skills," 
Ledbetter said. 
One graduate told a different 
story. Ralph Siciliano, politics '72, 
who practices law as an allomcy 
and partner, said he was sure about 
his major. 
"I knew what I wanted to do. I 
wanted to practice law. Contrary to 
popular beliefs, it's a very interest-
ing profession. I went directly to 
the government and interned at Se-
curil y Exchange Commission," 
Siciliano said. Siciliano also serves 
as president of the Alumni Board of 
Directors. 
He agreed with DiPacc and 
Ledbetter on the importance of a 
liberal arts education and the ability 
to network. Panelists offered stu-
dents advice on how to- prepare 
themselves for the work world. 
"Assess your skills and strong 
points of interesL<;. You· ll be likely 
to succeed when you have interests 
and passion in the things you do," 
DiPacc said. 
DiPace recruits for her company. 
From an employer's perspective, 
she discussed her preferences in 
applicanL'i. 
"I look for people who c;m pro-
vide the ability to communicate, 
adapt ,md be flexible," DiPacc said. 
"Intcmshipsand temp work are also 
helpful. Keep building skills mid 
diversity in what you do and learn." 
Ledhcucr ;md Siciliano offered 
snnilar advice, citing time managc-
mcnL and detcnnination as other 
~ignificant factors to ensuring suc-
cess. S ic1liano told students to build 
up U1eir skills by participating in 
campus activities. 
Sicili,mo said, "I Al hhcral arts 
education is essential. But look at it 
as the first step. Then decide what 
you' II want to do for a career." 
StudcnL'> who auended Career 
Focus were able to provide feed-
back on what types of presentations 
they want to sec in l11c future. 
Lilllcpage said his office will offer 
similar alumni panels for students 
of otl1er schools in t11c near future. 
Students responded well and 
offered suggestions to Thursday 
night's program, which attracted 
about 20 students. 
"It was infonnative, mid I've 
learned new perspectives on what 
employers arc looking for in stu-
dents," said David Wimer, psychol-
ogy '98. 
"Information I learned outside 
of the classroom is just as important 
as that in the classroom," he said. 
"It'd also help, maybe, if there is a 
wider range of majors on the panel 
who students can relate to." 
TRAVEL AND RECREATION POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE 
SUMMER JOBS AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
EDUCATORS AND OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTS 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: We are looking for chaperones/counselors for our student 
tour programs to Canada, the Western United States, and Europe for the summer of 
1996 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: All applicants must be college graduates and 21 
years of age or older by June 15, 1996. We need mature, hardworking, energetic 
individuals who wish to dedicate their summer to young adults. Applicants should be 
willing to devote a full 4-6 weeks, 7 days a week of day/night involvement with 
teenagers. 
SEASON: Our trips depart from New York late June to early July and return to New 
York early to mid-August. All hired staff are required to attend our staff orientation 
weekend in New York, June 2-4. 
SALARY: Musiker Student Tours remuneration includes all travel, lodging, activities 
and food expenses. In addition, a small stipend is included. 
LOCATION: Musiker Student Tours is based in Roslyn, New York. All applicants 
must be interviewed at this office. Interviews are now being conducted weekdays, 
weekends, and holiday vacations throughout the winter. 
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Crime statistics 
for 1995 released 
Crime education cited for decline 
ARRESTS IN 1995 
CmM1:: . 1~ ·1994·· 1aaa 
Aggravated a·ssault 0 0 0 
Arson 0 0 0 
Burglary 1 0 15 
Larceny 164 178 174 
Motor vehicle theft 0 0 0 
Murder and 
non-negligent homicide 0 0 0 
Rape 0 0 0 
Robbery 0 0 0 
ARRE;STS 1995 1994 J993 
Alcohol ·violations 0 0 0 
Drug abuse 5 15 6 
Weapons possession 0 0 0 
By Stacey Walbourn 
Ithacan Staff 
College's efforts to educate tl1c 
community about crime. 
He said tl1c awareness-rais-
ing groups on campus have had a 
positive impact on students and 
crime on campus. 
The Ithaca College Crime 
Statistics for the 1995 schcx)I 
year reveal a decrease in botl1 
drug-related arrests and larceny. Residential Life and Campus 
Safety promote safety awareness 
as well as serving to educate 
students on how to avoid becom-
ing a statistic. 
·/ 
~ ... 
As part of the Crime A warc-
ness and Campus Secunty Act 
of 1990, tl1c College is required 
to provide annual crime statis-
tics. 
Bria.ti McArcc, assistant vice 
president for Student Affairs ,u1d 
Campus Life, said while U1crc is 
a decline in campus crime, it is 
not a major one. 
However, McArce said the 
decline can he attributed to tl1e 
He added that the Alcohol 
Peer Educators have also helped 
to educate studcnL'i. 
McArce also attributes tele-
vision and t11c news to an in-
crease in crime awareness. "It is 
my hope Uiat everyone is be-
coming safety-aware," he said. 
Wegrnons • Chase-Pitkin 
; : ~ 
} ,.,. 
··\\:t 
' •,_....,,.. 
llars 
Just like a meal card, vJDollars are 
purchased and stored .~n your 
Shoppers Club Card. [,I) Dollars lets 
you buy food, school supplies, 
pharmaceuticals, health & beauty 
products-and everything else you 
need to make living on campus more 
like home! COLLEGE JUNIORS AND GRADUATING SENIORS 
SUMMER POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: We are looking for resident counselors/advisors for the 
summer _of 1996 at our pre-college enrichment programs located at UCLA, the 
University of Michigan, The University of Vermont, Georgetown University and 
Cambridge University, England. I \ Make sure mom & dad know they can 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: All applicants must be 21 years of age or older by 
June 20," 1996. We are looking for mature, hardworking, energetic individuals who are 
Add lN Dollars to YOUR Shoppers Club Card from 
willing to dedicate their summer to supervising and advising high school students. 
. Applicants should be willing to devote a full seven days a week for sx weeks of full 
involvement including Jiving in the dormitories.with students, recreational and athletic 
activities, chaperoning etc-. Resident counselors provide full support for all SUMMER 
. DISCOVERY students. 
DA TES: SUMMER DISCOVERY staff must be available from approxiately June 20 
through August 7, 1996. Dates vary slightly be.campus. All applicants must be 
personally interviewed. 
HOME by calling: W 0 ... j'i:J 
V I· (8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.) 
1-800-848-1555 
SALARY: SUMMER DISCOVERY remuneration included salary, room, board, 
activities, trips and excursions. 
Tuer will be on campus interviews at Corey Union on Feb. 27, 28, 29 
For further information, staff application and interviews please call 
1HOMAS FUCHS 
844-9010 (H) -Nights, weekends Or 753- 4946 (W) 
Musiker Tours/SuIDiner Discovery 
1326 Old Northern Blvd. 
Roslyn, NY 11576 
Tel: (516) 621-0718 Fax: (516) 621-0718 
E-Mail: Musikernow@AOL.COM 
. . I 
Purchase vJ_Dollars at any Wegmans or Chase-Pitkin st~re Service 
Desk in any dollar amount. vJ_Dollars are not redeemable for cash. 
I 
I 
I L ________________ J 
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CAMPUS SAFETY LOG __ . 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2- cially for unauthorized solicitation 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, after distributing advertisement fly-
1996 ers in a residence hall. 
Anyone with any information re- • A student was referred judicially 
garding these entries is encour- for possession of marijuana and 
aged to contactthe Office of Cam- drug paraphernalia within a resi-
pus Safety. Unless otherwise dance hall. Another student involved 
specified, all reported incidents in the incident was issued an ap-
remain under investigation. pearance ticket for the Town of 
Ithaca Court for possessing an al-
Friday, February 2 tered or fictitious driver's license. 
• A student reported being ha- • The Ithaca Fire Department re-
rassed by another student in their sponded to Holmes Hall for a lire 
residence hall. The incident was alarm. Cause of the alarm was 
referred to residential life. determined to be cigar smoke, which 
activated a smoke detector on the 
• A student reported that some- third floor. 
one placed a flyer advertising an 
off-campus event under the door Saturday, February 3 
of a residence hall room. The 
person distributing the flyers was • A student reported the theft of his 
not located. or her wallet from the 11th floor of 
the West Tower. The wallet, which 
• A joint investigation by the Of- contained credit cards and cash, 
fice of Campus Safety and the was later recovered with all of its 
Ithaca Police Department resulted contents except the cash. 
in the arrest of a student for mis-
application of property after the • A student reported paint ball splat-
student sold College property to ters found on a wall in the east 
an off-campus business. The stu- stairwell of Eastman Hall. It is un-
dent was arraigned in city court known when the damage occurred. 
and released. The student was 
also referred judicially. • A student reported damage to a 
courtesy phone at the entrance to 
• A student was transported to Terrace 6. Damage occurred be-
Cayuga Medical Center by Bangs tween 2 a.m. and 4 a.m. Feb. 3. 
Ambulance after sustaining a back 
injury while practicing with the • Five students were referred judi-
crew team on the upper athletic cially for possessing a beer ball in a 
fields. residence hall room. 
• Two visiting non-students were • A staff member reported damage 
issued appearance tickets fort he to a College vehicle. It is unknown 
Town of Ithaca Court after pos- how the damage occurred. 
sessing alcoholic beverages while 
under the age of 21. • A staff member reported damage 
to glass panels on the doors of a 
• A student was referred judi- second floor East Tower lounge. It 
We'll fight for you. 
No, we're not a personal 
injury lawfirm, but we 
don't get paid unless you 
win (and then we still 
don't get paid) We're the 
Ithaca College Student 
Government Association, 
and we want to help. If 
you have a problem, sug-
gestion or even something 
nice to say about Ithaca 
College, we want to know 
about it, so we can help 
you. Just come visit us at 
one of our weekly meet-
ings in the North Meeting 
Room, upstairs from the 
campus center at 8: IS ev-
ery Tuesday night. You 
can also E-mail us at 
SGA@IC3. We want to 
help you get your voice 
heard. After all. your 
problems are our chal-
lenges to fix. That's got a 
sort of ... uh ... RING to it, 
doesn't it? 
is unknown when the damage oc-
curred. 
Sunday, February 4 
• A student reported receiving ha-
rassing/annoyingtelephone calls on 
their residence hall room phone. 
• A staff member reported damage 
to the exit signs on the second and 
eighth floor of the West Tower. 
• A student reported observing a 
suspicious male seen in the area of 
Emerson Hall possibly attempting 
to gain entry into an office located in 
that building. The male was not lo-
cated or identified. 
• A student was referred judicially 
after guests removed two sorority 
composites from a wall within a resi-
dance hall. The visitors responsible 
for the theft were ordered off cam-
pus. The composites were recov-
ered. 
• A student was transported to the 
Health Center from Hilliard Hall af-
ter sustaining a foot injury. 
• The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Clarke Hall for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was de-
termined to be a maliciously acti-
vated pull box outside room 121. A 
student was referred judicially for 
failure to respond to a lire alarm 
after remaining in the building dur-
ing the alarm. 
• A student was arrested for driving 
while intoxicated and issued ap-
pearance tickets for the Town of 
Ithaca Court. The incident was also 
referred judicially. 
• A staff member reported dam-
aged furniture and a broken window 
SQ4, aJ.e'~ he/1,e ~ ~I 
in the first floor odd side lounge of Wednesday, February 7 
Emerson Hall. 
• A student was referred judicially 
• A student was transported to the after sending harassing e-mail 
Health Center from Hill Center after messages to another student. 
sustaining an ankle injury while play-
ing an intramural sport. Thursday, February 8 
·•Two students were referred judi- • A staff member reported dam-
cially for burning incense within a age to the kitchen of the West 
residence hall room. Tower consisting of several food 
items being thrown about the area. 
• Two students were referred judi- The incident occurred between 
cially for hanging a tapestry, block- 11 p.m. on Feb. 7 and 2 a.m. Feb. 
ing the door to their residence hall 8. 
room. 
• A student was transported to 
Monday, February 5 the Health Center after becoming 
ill. The student was then trans-
• A student was referred judicially ported to Cayuga Medical Center 
for burning incense within a resi- by Bangs Ambulance. 
dence hall room. 
• Officers investigated a two-car 
• A staff member reported a bro-
ken window on the west end first 
motor vehicle accident involving a 
College vehicle that occurred near 
floor balcony of Landon Hall. 
the garage. • A student reported receiving 
harassing/annoying telephone 
• A student reported graffiti written .calls on their residence hall room 
in the stairwell of Garden Apartment phone. 
28. 
• A staff member reported dam-
• A staff member reported unau- age to a College vehicle after ac-
thorized use of their office computer cidentally striking an overhead 
in the Towe rs Concourse. door at the cold storage building. 
Tuesday, February 6 • The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Hood. Hall for a fire 
• A staff member reported damage alarm. Cause of the alarm was 
to the West Towe r's sixth floor study determined to be an activated 
lounge door. smoke detector outside room 115. 
• A student was referred judicially • A student reported finding a 
for possession of marijuana within a flyer within a residence hall adver-
residence hall room. tising an off campus event. 
• A student reported the theft of • Four students were referred ju-
their coat, which was left unattended dicially for possession of mari-
in Williams Hall. juana and drug paraphernalia 
within a residence hall room. 
6:30-9:00 PM 
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SOMETHING 
'Wdk Spe,ci,al, quea 
Adam's Farm 
Sunday, March 3, 1996 
8pm at the Emerson Suites 
Tickets on sale in Campus Center Lobby 
and ReBop Records, Collegetown 
SI with ICID 
SI General Admission 
For more info. call 274-1621 
Alcohol, Cameras, and Recordin9 Def/ices Prohibited 
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Vandalism only 
wastes College's 
time and money 
Grow up. 
Some Ithaca College students seem to have forgotten that at 18, 
the law considers them adults. 
The recent rise in residential hall vandalism shows that some 
students obviously aren't mature enough to be considered adults. 
Two weeks ago in the East Tower, a bathroom mirror and window 
were broken and a 
bathroom stall door was 
ripped off its hinges. 
Campus Safety officials 
report incidence of 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
vandalism like this are occurring with more frequency on the Ithaca 
College campus. 
It costs the College as much as $1,000 every time someone gets 
the bright idea to drop bulletin boards down an elevator shaft or smash 
in the elevator doors. This money could be better spent keeping 
valuable professors here at the College or improving the library and 
computer facilities on campus. 
Further, these acts of vandalism place undue strain on the 
College's labor resources. 
Students come to college to be educated, not babysat. But 
employees of the Office of Residential Life, Campus Safety and 
Physical Plant must work extra hours to repair and report these acts of 
destruction. This is not their job. They are hired to provide support to the 
campus, not clean up after students. It is a waste of their time. 
Very few people would destroy their own property. Yet when 
students break windows, lamps and elevators, they do destroy their 
homes. 
Students live in residence halls nine months of the year. Each time 
a window is shattered, a piece of somebody's home is damaged. 
Anybody who participates in vandalism is showing a tremendous 
disrespect for the community. 
The Office of Residential Life, Residence Hall Association and hall 
councils across campus continually try to improve residential hall life. 
They respond to students' requests for new furniture, vending ma-
chines, vacuums and televisions. But these items are privileges that 
many residents haven't earned. If the current residence halls are 
vandalized, then why should money be invested in new amenities? 
This rise in vandalism goes beyond just being thoughtless and 
disrespectful. It is dangerous. Malfunctioning elevators, broken windows 
and other acts of vandalism are all potential safety hazards. What 
seems like a joke could send someone to the emergency room. 
Who knows why vandals destroy-adrenaline rush, alcohol, anger, 
a need for power? But these are just excuses. There are other alterna-
tives to violence: taking a walk, talking to a friend or visiting the counsel-
ing center. These are viable solutions; violence of any kind is not. 
Here's a wake-up call for all vandals past, present and future: if 
you think it's cool to destroy property and endanger lives, you're wrong. 
Keep in mind the people you live with and the people who will have to , 
repair the damage you cause. 
You are living in a fantasy world, and soon enough it will be time to 
graduate to the real world, where people who vandalize go to jail. 
If you feel you have the maturity to attend college then start acting 
like it. 
Jayson-Debora Hinderliter 
Editorial Page Editor 
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Illustration by Tim Lynch 
Uni• ted front• Professors encourage ~ialo~e • about lack of faculty di vers1ty 
As feminist profeswrs and schol-
ars, we care very deeply about is-
sues of equality, especially sexual 
and racial equality. We have writ-
ten the following to open up discus-
sion and dialogue, particularly with 
students whose concern about 
women on the faculty has been 
sparked by recent leuers to The 
Ithacan. 
What is happening at Ithaca 
College is part of the economic 
restructuring of the U.S. and global 
economy, a process which is caus-
ing enoimous pain and dislocation 
for a majority of wage-earners--
professional and non-professional 
alike. Downsizing the labor force 
is a part of this larger economic 
restructuring of global capital. In 
this context, no job stays the same 
as it was. Those who are not fired 
are having their jobs redefined. 
Work speed-ups of all sorts are part 
of this process. On our campus this 
means faculty have larger classes, 
more advisees, less input into the 
decision-making process and more 
personnel work for fewer faculty, 
among other things. For students it 
means fewer course offerings, larger 
classes, less diversity in faculty, 
professors with less time for stu-
dents, etc. It means more work for 
fewer secretaries. For those most 
recently hired, it means losing their 
jobs; those hardest hit are people of 
col_or and white women. 
So we need to think creatively 
We want to focus attention on the effects of 
retrenchment on the diversity of the faculty, to 
formulate actions to be taken and to think 
together about how we can develop and promote a· 
feminist and progressive vision of this College. 
about how to set directives that try 
to limit the effect this downsizing 
has on everyone, but especially 
people of color and white women. 
Possibly: tenure needs to be en-
tirely restructured; holding patterns 
might be developed for individuals 
who bring diversity to the campus 
when there is no "available" posi-
tion; tenure quotas need to be rene-
gotiated according to diversity 
guidelines; staff workers could be 
given at least two-year conlracts, 
etc. New thinking is absolutely 
necessary here! And this thinking 
must extend to the meaning of di-
versity itself. There is no simple 
definition of this tenn; the concept 
of diversity is not meant to exclude 
classes of people. 
We also want to disassociate the 
issue of tenuredecisions. Tenure is 
a complicated process, based on a 
thorough evaluation of teaching, 
scholarship and service, and it 
should not be conflicted with down-
sizing. While downsizing can and 
often does affect decisions made in 
the tenure process, it should also be 
clearly noted that not every nega-
tive tenure decision is the conse-
quence of downsizing. 
So, for those of you wondering 
what is going on with your faculty, 
a lot is. And some of us hope that it 
is possible to engage in dialogue. 
Toward this end, the Ithaca College 
Feminist Caucus is calling a meet-
ing of faculty to address issues of 
concern related to the restructuring 
oflthaca College. We want to focus 
attention on the effects of retrench-
ment on the diversity of the faculty, 
to formulate actions to be taken and 
to think together about how we can 
develop and promote a feminist and 
progressive vision of this College. 
Come share your concerns and 
lend your support to this project. 
Join us on Feb. 16 at 4 p.m. in the 
North Meeting Room of the Cam-
pus Center. 
Asma Barias, Politics 
Laura DeAbruna, English 
Zillah Eisenstein, Politics 
Carla Golden, Psychology 
Gil Harris, English 
Sandra Herndon, Corporate 
Communication 
Sharon Mazzarella, TV-R 
Nancy Rader, Psychology 
Professor must check his own 
agenda before criticizing others' 
Theop-edpiecewrittenbyPro- atpeacewithhimselforwhateverit that sense, and also this one-that 
fessor Creel, "Who are the fac- ishemayormaynothaveachieved thegoodprofes~ortakealonglook 
ulty,"andpublishcdinthe[Feb.8] inhiswork.Itappearsasifthereis in the mirror. Now tell us, really, 
issue of The Ithacan is an amazing some other motivation driving his what's bugging you? 
example of a person who has no writinghavingtodowithanagenda [In my opinion] you will do this 
sense of managing for survival in far removed from the mission of instituion a meaningful service by 
today's world. From my perspec- Ithaca College. utilizing your energies to upgrade 
live as an alum with a lifetime There is no question that the your own professional competence 
commitment to the College and a energies and positive involvement and that of the programs in which 
businessprofessional,Iseenoposi- of everyone connected with the you are involved Perhaps you can 
live outcome of Professor Creel's College are required for continu- do some reading on the dangers of 
rantings. Worse,cloakedinacred- ing health of this institution. That micro-managing an orgainzation. 
iblc academic poslion at the Col- has never been in question, nor has Please do not involve the future of 
lege,hiswordspotenliallyaregiven that stratagy ever been in need of ourCollegeinyourpersonalagenda 
weight they do not deserve. This change. . Yours is a biuemess that blinds the 
professor, indeed, sounds-~ if h~ , .... ~fes~r~r~~~ ~~tbi.s_i.,~~~- . . .. , ·,. 
has a mouthful of personal ~ur·· 'Worils-'lant_~vatt.~of.~e ' · · 
grapes that have overtaken bun. campus cofumumty to "pubhsh . 
., . 
He~ry Kavett . :: 
His words are those ofa person-nor their beliefs;": I share his goal in 
. __, 
TV-R '75. 
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IC must preserve diversity 
Student supports sociology professor despite tenure denial 
Every year since I have been at' 
Ithaca College, I have had to 
struggle for something. In addition 
to these struggles, the students of 
color have always made it known 
that we want more professors of 
color on this campus. After at least 
four years of this cry, I cannot un-
derstand why the administration 
could even fathom letting a profes-
sor of color go. Of course, the pro-
fessor I am referring to is Marcellina 
Offoha. 
I have taken almost all of the 
classes that Marcellina teaches. I 
think that she is a wonderful teacher. 
From her cla,;ses I have learned 
about Ireland, South Africa, Bosnia, 
Nigeria, Iran, Canada-and the list 
goes on. I have also been exposed 
to many other issues that I knew 
nothing about For those of you that 
question Marcellina's teaching 
style, I would like to know: how 
many absences did you have in her 
class, and did you do the readings? 
If you missed a lot of class and did 
not do the readings, how much did 
you expect to learn? 
I know that the majority of 
people on this campus do not know 
what it is like to have few people 
just like you to turn to on this cam-
pus. In addition to being a mentor, 
.;be teaches [about] race, class and 
gender and women in the third 
world. These classes in particular 
are classes that I would prefer to 
have taught by someone who knows 
first-hand the kinds of experiences 
discussed in this class. If she leaves, 
who will teach these classes? Fur-
ther, Marcellina plays a vital role in 
the community of students of color. 
She comes to ALS meetings and 
EOP banquets. She takes students 
to graduate school forums, and she 
hosts the multicultural forum each 
year on campus. Moreover, she 
takes the time to care about her 
students. 
Marcellina has played a great 
role in my existence at Ithaca Col-
lege. She has nurtured me as ifl was 
her own child. She has shown con-
cern for everything from my com-
mon colds to my grades. She is-one 
of the reasons why l have made it 
through Ithaca College. 
Currently, there are four [minor-
ity-support] administrative positions 
open for people of color on this cam-
pus. If Ithaca College lets Marcellina 
Offoha go, how hard do you think 
they will search for another woman 
of color? Look how long it has taken 
to find a director [ for the Office] of 
Minority Affairs. In case, you have 
not heard, people of color arc not 
dying to relocate to the Ithaca area. 
Ithaca College is making different 
standards for Marcellina. Ha'i there 
ever been a professor tl1at every stu-
dent likes? Her scholarship is out-
standing, she knows what she is talk-
ing about and she is a person who will 
put other people in front of herself. 
What is a sociology department 
without a woman of color? I under-
stand the need to downsize Ithaca 
College, but don· t downsize tl1e little 
bit of diversity that you have. 
After all, money is not every-
thing. 
Monica Jackson 
Sociology '96 
Don't ignore importance of staff 
Io response to Professor Rich-
ard Creel's [commentary] last week 
in Thi Ithacan, I would like to take 
exception to his.statement that "the 
Board, the administration and the 
staff should be subservient to die 
faculty in its mission toattract,edu-
cate and bond students and alumni 
to th'e'-Cbllege." · 
To quote Webster's Ninth, sub-
servient "implies the cringing man-
ner of one very conscious of a sub-
ordinate position." Asastaffmem-
hcr raised since birth in a democ-
racy, I don't believe I owe any 
human being (regardless of author-
ity or position) attitudinal 
enslavement. 
Those who teach our young have 
a particular obiigation to.remember 
our students come from all walks of 
life and be respectful of their varied 
work traditions: · 
To suggest tllat tile staff (or any 
other constituency ) endure servil-
. ity simply because tlley have cho-
sen a: different livelihood isa slap in 
the face to those who come from 
working class backgrounds. 
Perhaps Professor Creel's point 
would have been better served if he 
had suggested that tile other con-
stituencies accommodate tlle fac · 
ulty in tlleir role as primary teach-
ers of our student population. 
The staff, which is also dedi-
cated and concerned about the future 
the College, has functioned well as a 
supporting cast, often as 111structors 
of skills required for everyday Hving 
which (though critical to survival) 
can't be learned in the classroom. 
It would be appreciated if tile 
"cream of tile crop" would acknowl-
edge those who have helped tlle crcmri 
rise to tlle top. 
Respectoft11e impornmt role each 
constituency plays in tile educational 
process might make all of our lives a 
little easier. 
Kristin Colongeli Hamill 
Coordinator of Student Publicity 
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What can students do to benefit or 
improve the welfare of Ithaca College? 
Asma Barias 
Assistant Professor of Politics 
"Students need to accept some 
responsibiity for their own intellec-
tual growth by participating actively 
in class and College-organized 
activities." 
Joseph Tempesta 
Associate Professor of History 
"First, they must realize their full 
potential as human beings and 
intellects and secondly contribute to 
the alumni fund." 
Andrew Pienkos 
Lecturer in Economics 
'"'They need to take themselves 
more seriously as students." 
Diane McPhe,son 
Assistant Professor- in the 
Writing Program 
"Students need to demand more of 
their classmates, make some noise 
when other students aren't pre-
pared. They should expect more 
from each other." 
Photos by Robert White 
Urging other students to speak up about diversity 
As we all know, budget cuts 
have-become the greatest concern 
of our national legislators. Some of 
tlle measures sponsored by mem-
bers of Congress have been painful 
and regressive for the middle class. 
This trend of downsizing is seen on 
a smaller level as well a<; the macro, 
and iL can be just as devastating to 
a smaller population. Whether we 
vote, protest, petition or write let-
ters, it is important to recognize 
tllat we all have a voice. 
Actually; my purpose is not to 
focus on the national agenda; espe-
cially since _we, as students, have a 
lot more power to change Ithaca 
College· s agenda. It is necessary to 
address a specific concern I have 
about the welfare of Ithaca Col-
lege, its faculty and its students. 
There is a fear among us all that 
the reputation and educational 
value at this institution is rapidly 
dwindling. There were many stu-
dents U1is semester who were scram-
bling for classes just to have tl1e 
standard fifteen credits. By tlle dead-
line of add/drop, professors either 
squeezed students into an over-filled 
classroom or had to deny them. Is 
downsizing necessary at a school 
tl1at does not currently have the 
resources to meet the needs of its 
students? 
Druann Heckert and Marcellina 
Offoha have contributed a lot to ~e 
education of many students as well 
as to the entire department of soci-
ology. As a professor, Druann bas 
had a remarkable impact on her 
students. Her teaching style has 
taught students to learn through an 
open mind and critical thinking. 
Unfortunately, the tenure cap threat-
ens her future options at Ithaca Col-
lege. If professors arc not able to 
advance by way of merit, but only on 
tllc circumstances of being on tl1c 
favorable side of tl1e tenure cap, tl1cn 
how can students feel confident of 
receiving a good education? 
[Women professors] are our mentors 
and role models. Soon enough, U1c 
tenure cap will reverse any diversity 
among Ille faculty tl1at has been at-
tained here at Itliaca College. 
My sister was recently accepted 
to the Itllaca College School of Hu-
manities and Sciences. At first, I wa,; 
very excited and highly recommended 
that she attend tllis college. But, trutll-
fully, if she comes here, what kind of 
institution will Ithaca College be by 
her junior year? 
If she is going to college to grow 
and flourish, it would be unfair to 
recommend an institution tllat stunts 
growtll and limits open-mindedness. 
Perhaps she would be better off 
attending a college or university 
tl1at docs not destroy any .J!iversity 
it already ha,;; one tliat actually 
~trives for diversity, ratl1ertliansim-
ply using lip-service. 
We all realize tllat the problem 
with U1c tenure cap mid downsizmg 
at ltliaca College is not going to 
disappear easily. The main obstacle 
here is that tlle administration is not 
being up-front about what is on the 
agenda. 
There is a hidden agendaatlt11aca 
College. While the administration 
boasts of its effort'> to achieve di-
versity, it is subtly getting rid of any 
diversity tile College has gained in 
recent years. Fortunately, tlle less 
subtle the policies become, tlle more 
aware students become of what is 
actually taking place. 
The revelation that tile tenure 
cap continues to hurt any chance 
of becoming more d1 verse should 
call on studcnL,; to fight for their 
education. 
As students, we should not 
stand by as professors arc let go 
for being hired at the "wrong time." 
It is unportam to continue to write 
letters to De,m Erlich, Provost -
Longin and President Whalen. 
Empha,;izing how important di-
versity is to your education, and 
how some of the non-tenure pro-
f cssors of H & S have affected 
your lives. 
Giving yourself a voice is more 
empowering than simply follow-
ing tlle trends of a specific mo-
ment in time. 
Julie S. Krug 
Sociology '97 
Undergraduate Who's Who inductees overlooked 
I was pleased to see in the Feb. 8 
issue of The Ithacan, on page 8, a 
detailed article about the six Ithaca 
College graduate students who 
have been inducted into the Who's 
Who Among Students in American 
Universities and Colleges. 
Those . who are. inducted into 
this widely acclaim~ organillllion 
dese,rve ~ngratulations for tllis-
honor_ It is an important recogni-
lion of their contributions to this 
College during their time here as a 
studenLHowever, The Ithacan com-
mitted a gross oversight. 
These six graduate students were 
not the only ones .. chosen ... to repre-
sent Ithaca College in this year's 
publication." They failed to men-
tion the 48 µndergraduate Ithaca 
College stu~nts who have also 
been inducted into the same Who's 
Who. 
These 48 students have not only 
succeeded academically, but tlley rep-
resent your college community lead-
ers: Resident Assistants, leaders of 
SGA, RHA and many other campus 
organizations and co-curricular ac-
tivities. 
These 48 juniors and seniors, sev-
eral of which were inducted into 
Who's Who on Feb. 6 for a second 
time, deserve the same recognition 
and congratulations for their 
achievements as the six graduate 
students. 
We all have worked very hard lo 
better ourselves and our commu-
nity and it was unfair of The 
Ithacan to single out only a small 
percentage of the inductees for con-
gratulations. 
Therefore, I would like to take 
this opportunity to say congratu-
lations t9 both the six graduate 
students and the48 undergraduate 
students who have been inducted 
into this year's Who's Who 
Among Students in American Uni-
versities and Colleges. 
Kimberly Lacey 
Television-Radio '96 
---- ·------------------------ -------------
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• * pen Mic Night flaunts College talent 
y Dayna Goldberg 
thacan Staff 
Where can you hear the unmis-
akable sounds of Twisted Sister, 
isten to poetry about earwax, eat a 
cssertpizzaandmake fun of Presi-
cnt Whalen all in one night? Open 
ic night at the Ithaca College 
offeehouse ... where else? 
On Sunday, Feb. 11, there was 
10t a seat to be found as -students 
ackedthehouse-theCoffeehouse 
at is-to hear and see the array of 
alents possessed by their fellow 
·tudents. This event, sponsored by 
tudent Activities Board, consisted 
f 16 acts of guitar playing, sing-
ng, poetry reading and stand-up 
·omedy. 
"There was a wonderful turnout 
n terms of both participimts and 
udience;" said Jen Cuozzo '96, 
·howcase chair of SAB. 
The talents of the performers 
ere judged by three veterans of 
pen Mic Night: Tony Desare '98, 
Tim Speicher '96 and Theresa 
Heatherman '%. Desare won the 
last Open Mic night and the Ithaca 
College showcase with "The Tony 
Desare Trio." Speicher, who is stu-
dent body president, bas also been a 
past participant of the event with 
his talent bf tickling the ivories. 
Master of Ceremonies Scott 
Durkee '98 conducted the night full 
of entertainment, food and fun. Al 
Fresco's provided a variety of five 
dessert pizzas for the audience to 
enjoy and the French Quarter Cof-
feehouse was also open for refresh-
ments. 
Durkee kicked off the night with 
ti1e introduction of guitar player 
Chris Garofalo '98 and his "Un-
plugged/Plugged Jam." 
Film major Brian McCarthy '98 
was next with his stand-up comedy 
act which involved good audience 
participation on his own creative 
version of the $25,000 pyramid. 
With the singing and guitar play-
ing ofKeithTylecki '99 and Aaron 
Mendelson '99, the number three 
act tore up the stage with their inter-
pretation of Deep Blue Something' s 
"Breakfast al Tiffany's," Cat 
Steven's "Wild World" and Twisted 
Sister's "We're Not Gonna Take 
It." 
Durkee Lhen introduced his 
roommate, Dean Kobayashi '98, 
whom Durkee called "The Fifth 
Japanese Bealle," to sing and strum 
his red bass guitar. 
Another comedian, Matl 
Harawitz '97, took the stage wiU1 
the unforgettable remark, "I'm los-
ing my virginity in front of you 
guys tonight," referring to per-
forming his first stand-up comedy 
act at Open Mic night. He had the 
audience practically rolling in the 
aisles with his blunt humor and 
clever jokes. 
The band Lunar Stew brewed up 
some tasty sounds for the audience 
to enjoy with their energetic dis-
. play. Bill Frank '98, Brian Golden 
See MIC, next page 
The Ithacan / Dana Brainerd 
Ithaca students t.-y to keep warm in the inflatable pools during the Winterfest pool party Friday night. 
ool party warms students on cold night 
By Scott Kanter 
Ithacan Staff 
Coffeehouse was transformed into 
a-beach that brought back memo-
ries of sock hops and sodas with 
Forsome,summercametollbaca twQ straws. 
for just one night last Friday. Right before the festivities, 
While others were waiting in sophomore Jamie Pudney, special 
long cold lines to get into the Haunt events chair for SAB, said, "We 
or to Key West, some Ithaca Col- hope a lot of people come, and 
legestudentswerecelebratingsum- actually swim. It'll be intimidating 
mer-~ories and enjoying sum- with the pools and the weather. It 
mer activities in the Coffeehouse. should serve as a good reminder 
WiththeambieoceofaSOsbeach that summer's on its way," 
party, theStudentActivtiesBoard- Then snow began to fall early 
sponsored "Pool Party" on Feb. 9 Friday afternoon. · 
ave Ithaca College students the "We just thought swimming 
pportunity to celebrate summer in outside in winter would be a novel 
unusual way., idea," Pudney continued. 
With a DJ playing .all night, a While ~ 10-petSOD pools may 
mal~ version of minature golf, a have been· the highlight of the 
e version of Twister and two evening,sllldentsoouldnotgetover 
1000-ganon waterbeated J?OOls. the · the elaborate decoratioos. 
. ... ";t~··- -- ~ _. 
• 1· ·.' ~ •• - - ••••• 
There were two brightly painted 
backdrops of a golf course and a 
beach. The beach scene was made 
complete with pink and blue lawn 
chairs and lifeguard seats on a green 
tarp. The minature golf course bad 
three holes, and each bole had a 
beach house of a different color. 
"It gave me a good chance to 
practice my putting," said John 
Watkinson '99. 
As you made your way past the 
two "swnmer will be here soon" 
scenes, you were brought to the 
gigantic Twister board and spinner. 
It was a red sheet with the tradi-
tional red, blue, green and yellow 
dots. and a huge spinner was placed 
on an easel SQ all could see. 
As you slowly turned around, 
See PARTY, next page 
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The Ithacan / Kelly Burdick 
The jar of random acts of kindness is located at the student 
center for anyone to carry out a simple act. 
Better to give 
than to receive 
By Kelly Burdick 
Ithacan Staff 
A simple poem in 
McGuffey· s Second Reader ex-
plains the importance of kind-
ness: '"Beautiful faces are they 
that wear/ The light of a pleas-
ant spirit there/ Beautiful hands 
are they that do/ Deeds that are 
noble, good and true/Beautiful 
feet are they Lhat go/ Swiftly Lo 
lighten another's woe." 
This week is National Ran-
dom Acts of Kindness Week, 
and benevolent acts will be tak-
ing place all over the country. 
The Community Service Net-
work (CSN) of Ithaca College 
will be encouraging Lhe entire 
campus to participate in the 
week's activities. A CSN table 
will be in the campus center 
with a jar full of little "acts of 
kindness" available for anyone 
willing carry them out through-
out the week. 
"Kindness has a chain reac-
tion," said Sharon Zarzycki '96, 
the Outreach Networking Di-
rector for CSN. 
National Random Acts of 
Kindness Week began last year 
when Conari Press Publishers 
published the book Random 
Acts of Kindness and followed 
it through with the now annu-
ally celebrated week. The Vol-
unteers of America and Conari 
Press arc now sponsors of the 
week. 
Lesley Cooper '99 plans on 
doing something next week, but 
she also does her own act of 
kindness whenever she gets on 
the highway. She pays for three 
people behind her every time at 
the toll and says it's worth it 
"It is such a great feeling to 
do something nice for someone, 
"Beautiful faces are 
they that wear/ The 
light of a pleasant 
spirit the rel Beautiful 
hands are they that 
do/ Deeds that are 
noble, good and 
true/Beautiful feet 
are they that go/ 
Swiftly to lighten 
another s woe. " 
-Poem from 
McGuffey's 
Second Reader 
and it will come back to you 
eventually," Cooper said. 
Stephanie Shaw '99 is plan-
ning on doing a random act of 
kindness this week as well, but 
said she does them all of the 
time. "It's important to show and 
tell people that you appreciate 
them, because it is not done 
enough," Shaw said. 
Random Acts of Kindness 
Day is Friday, Feb. 16. At noon 
there will be a banner hung at 
the Free Speech Rock where 
students can write down their 
idea of a random act of kind-
ness. 
On Saturday, the members 
of CSN and anyone else inter-
ested will be meeting at noon in 
the campus center to get as-
signed an act of kindness to 
carry out for the day. 
Even though the nationally 
recognized week ends on Sun-
day, random acts of kindness 
can take place anytime. 
"Simple actions can carry a 
tremeodousamowitof weight," 
Zarzycki said. "One person re-
ally can make a difference." 
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Jennifer 
Chapman 
TV-R/AD-PR '98 
• Born: Dec. 14, 1976 
• Accomplishment you are 
most proud of: getting out of 
a town where everyone my 
age is already married 
• What would you be doing 
if you weren't a student at 
IC: modeling for a Sears 
"Petite and Short" catalog 
• Secret vice: deep brown 
eyes 
• What I'd like to get around 
to doing: escaping from Park 
Hall 
• Things you can do 
without: Smashing Pumpkins 
• Person you'd most like to 
have dinner with: God 
• Who would play you in a 
movie: Lauren Holly 
• What TV show you 
wouldn't miss: Kids in the 
Hall 
• Three things that can 
always be found in your 
refrigerator: ketchup, mustard 
and whipped cream 
• Ithaca's best kept secret: 
106 VIC-FM 
• Your biggest pet peeve 
about Ithaca: that people 
think this is upstate New York 
• People may be surprised 
to know that I: am really Jen 
Mitchell, co-host of the 
Wednesday morning show of 
ICB 
Buy IT. 
SELL IT. 
~ENT IT. 
FIND IT. 
PARTY 
Continued from previous page 
"We just thought 
.swimming outside in 
winter would be a 
novel idea." 
- Jamie Pudney '98 
you could see two muscular, painted 
figures with a male and female body 
in bathing suits. To remember this 
nighl forever, a person could place 
l11eir head in a cut-out bole of one of 
the two bodies while another took 
their picture. 
Throughout the evening.you 
were engulfed with the tunes of 
sophomore disc jockey Tom Kline. 
"f'.cople are missing a good time 
if .they're not here," Kline said. 
As you made your way to the 
pools, you wondered what to ex-
pect when you entered the biller 
cold. 
You· d think the pools outside of 
the Coffeehouse would be freez-
ing. 
Bul as soon as you opened the 
doors, steam rose above you to in-
vite you to jump in. 
Sophomore Evonne Brent said, 
"I love it, and everybody should do 
iL It's bot and feels good." 
Everybody seemed to be in high 
spirits, and the weather dido 't faze 
them at all. 
"It's orgasmic," Tara Tong '98 
said jokingly. 
When all was said and done, the 
party was over and packed away in 
a truck. 
"Jamie did a great job planning 
this," Wayd Emma '97 said. 
If you missed this Winterfest 
Activity, there's still two more 
events you can catch. 
Three dollars will get you in to 
!lee hypnotist James Mapes, who 
will be in Emerson Suites tonight at 
8 p.m. Friday, Feb. 16 is the all-
campus semi-formal, also in 
Emerson Suites. 
The Ithacan 
Classifieds are 
your solution. 
The ITHACAN 
?//.«%1//.«}.~-?~:::--;,:~ :.-::;:-:i:::JJ.:'/}».:"..W}7.&».W~W&J;;"B~ .. :.-=};;;:y7._;:;;. 
269 Park Hdl• Telephone 274--3207 •Fax 274-1566 
111/CE/VIE/ 
From the Retro look to the sexpot 
appeal you can achieve the look 
that is best for you. It can be dripping 
in texture or psychedelic in color, 
but it must fit like a glove, and make 
you feel like a million bucks. 
431 N. cayuga St. (Next to Cascadllla Creek) 
(607) 277-3943 
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Famed writer to speak 
Giovanni to discuss diversity and leadership 
By Jennifer Bellask 
Ithacan Staff 
Emerson Suites will be a bus-
tling place on Saturday with a lead-
ership conference, highlighting 
speaker Nikki Giovanni, from 10 
am to 5 p.m. The workshop, which 
will focus on diversity, is open to 
Ithaca College students as well as 
the general public. 
"At Ithaca College, diversity is 
l11e number-one concern," said con-
ference organizer Edwin Robles 
'97. "Basically, it is the lack of 
diversity on campus that is the big 
issue." 
_ The workshop encompasses 
panel discussions and speakers. The 
two panels will focus on leadership 
and the minority experience. The 
first speaker will be Dr. Asma 
Barias, assistant professor of poli-
tics here at Itllaca College. 
"Professor Barias will be dis-
cussing multiculturalism," Robles 
said. "Or, in the case of Ithaca 
College, the lack of it." 
The highlight of the conference 
is speaker Nikki Giovanni. A civil 
MIC 
Continued from previous page 
'99,ErikTozer'99 and Brian Viscb 
'99 made up this band, playing a 
variety of instruments including 
guitar, bongos, triangle and shaker. 
The sounds of Paul Fontana's 
acoustic guitar and songs enter-
tained the audience as be gave bis 
own version ofTLC' s "Waterfalls." 
Yet another comedian, Jason 
Humbrecht '99, spoofed Prince's 
recent name change by showing a 
drawing of a man getting kicked 
out of a door, calling it "the presi-
dent formerly known as J .J. 
Whalen." He also read two original 
poems, one asking witty ·~why" 
questions and the second about his 
friend's overwhelming earwax. 
Dominic Cottone '99 shared his 
personal original pretry and said he 
enjoyed performing in front of the 
students and appreciated their reac-
tion. 
"The audience was incredibly 
attentive to what was going on," he 
said. 
"I love reading poetry on stage, 
just like the musicians like playing 
music and stand-ups like the laughs. 
The reward is the smiles on 
everyone's faces. Without the feel-
ing of love from the crowd, the guy 
on stage is left to swim on his own." 
And what was the audience re-
action? 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Schedule for Leadership Conference 
9:45 a.m. Registration · 
1 O a.m. Welcoming Address given by Edwin Robles 
10:25 a.m. Introduction given by Rashaand Sass 
10:50/11 a.m. Dr. Asma Barias, Professor of Politics 
11 :30-11 :45 a.m. Lunch 
12:30-1 :00 p.m. Break 
1-3:45 p.m. Panel Discussions 
3:45-4 p.m. Break 
4-5 p.m. Nikki Giovanni 
rights activist in the '60s, she has 
written over 20 novels, including 
her latest, "Racism 101." Giovanni 
was named Woman of the Year 
three times by three different maga-
zines. She will discuss diversity as 
it pertains to leadership, what the 
word means, and its importance. 
"Giovanni is an exceptional '. 
speaker," Robles said. "She has a 
lot of good experience to bring to 
this cmnmunity ." 
Tickets go on sale this week in 
the North Foyer between 10 am 
and 2 p.m. After 2 p.m., they can be 
bought in the Office of Minority 
Affairs. Tickets can also be bought 
at the door. 
Robles advises people to buy 
tickets in advance. He said the work-
shop will be limited to 400 people 
while Giovanni's speech will have 
a capacity of 700. 
Admission to the workshop, 
which includes Giovanni's speech, 
is $8 with Ithaca College ID, $10 
for the general public. For admis-
sion to Giovanni's speech only, 
which will be held from 4 p.m to 5 
p.m, the cost will be $3 with Ithaca 
College ID and $5 for the general 
public. 
The_ Ithacan/ Joseph Goss 
Paul Notzold '96 boldly belts out a tune at Open Mic Night Sunday. 
"I was impressed with the many 
talents of the srudents," Chris Myers 
'.99 said. "I give them credit for 
performing their talents in front of 
everyone:" 
Some students felt the audience 
made the event. 
"I enjoyed the show more at the 
end when more people left. The 
audiencereactionwasbetter,"Karin 
Wilson '% said. 
So who were the winners? Third 
place was awarded to Lunar Stew, 
who received $25. Second place 
l -
winner Paul Fontana was rewarded 
with$50. Andthe$100grandprize 
was awarded to ... drum roll 
please ... Jason Humbrecht. · 
Humbrecbt came to Open Mic 
night with two poems and funny 
stuff to say in between, be said He 
said he performed because his friend 
was and he wanted to also. 
·Tm glad they laughed and it 
was something they appreciated. I 
like to make people laugh," be said. 
"That and sweating are the only 
things I do well." 
• 
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Sometimes truth is stranger than fiction 
Local historian relates famous folklore, myths and legends from the city of Ithaca 
By Winifred Storms 
Ithacan Staff 
Did Tili-zan really swing across 
the gorge.in his leopard skin loin-
cloth? Did the Little Rascals film 
their famous go-cart race down the 
sleep hill of Buffalo Street? Was 
Ithaca a stop on the Underground 
Railroad? 
Anyone who says nothing ever 
happens in Ithaca should lalce a trip 
down to the Dewitt Historical Soci-
ety of Tompkins County to dis-
cover surprising facts and fiction of 
local talcs such ac; these. 
Gretchen Sachse, county histo-
rian and creator of the exhibit 
"Ithaca Uncovered: a Secret His-
tory Tour of Ithaca" which runs 
until August at the Historical Soci-
ety, has grown familiar with the 
regional talcs that have become as 
synonymous with Ithaca as its nu-
merous gorges. Sachse and her as-
sociates at the Historical Society 
coined these quasi-historic legends 
as "Mythaca." 
"There are all sorts of stories 
[aboutlthaca),"sbesaid. "Mosthold 
some kernels of truth in them or 
facts that had been distorted or 
shifted." 
A few of the most popular· 
"mythacisms" surround the sup-
posed filming of certain movies in 
Ithaca. Sachse confirmed that 
Tarzan never swung from vine LO 
vine across Taugbannock Falls. 
"The silent film with Elma Lin-
coln, which was the first Tarzan, 
was made in Louisiana ... not in 
Ithaca," she said. 
;r~ supposed scene $ot'in 
ithaca is the famous Little ~s' 
go-cart race. Sachse understands 
bow this connection with the Little 
Rascals and Ithaca developed. 
Around 1938, when the Little Ras-
cals movie "Hi, Neighbor" was 
TELL TALES 
Sascha is interested in 
discovering myths and tales 
about Ithaca College. If 
anyone would like to share 
any stories or rumors 
concerning the history of the 
College, Sachse can be 
reached at the Tompkins 
County Historical Society at 
273-8284. 
filmed, the hill on Buffalo Street 
was a familiar site for bobsled and 
toboggan races, Sachse said. 
"When Hal Roach [ the creator 
of the Little Ra<cils, born and raised 
in Elmira] went to Hollywood to 
make films, he apparently packed 
up his belongings and his equip-
ment in crates that were re-used 
from shipping. Some of[the crates] 
said Elmira and others may have 
said Ithaca Those crates were often 
used as props in bis movies ... so 
someone may have seen a crate in 
one of the Little Rascals that said 
Ithaca on it, connected Hal Roach 
and Elmira to Ithaca. connected 
Ithaca to movies, connected one 
hill to another, and came up with 
this absolutely wonderful story," 
she said. 
Another speculated connection 
to Ithaca is the house shown at the 
beginning of the original Addams 
Familytelevisionshow.Sachsealso 
dispels this myth. 
"I <loo' t know of any strong con-
nections between Charles Addams 
[the sbow'i:; creator)'-and..Itbaca," 
sbe said. ''A Jot of people do think 
that's the house, but it's really only 
a standard Victorian house." 
However, some of Ithaca's leg-
ends are more fact than fiction. 
One invention Ithaca claims ac; 
its own is the stuffed animal. Celia 
The Ithacan/Scott McDermott 
Some rumors indicate that Gomez and Morticia Addams resided in this North Titus Street home. 
Smith and her sister-in-law Charity 
designed a pattern of a cat which . 
they cut out and sewed together to 
make the stuffed animal. 
Caesar Grimalkin, the cat that 
the stuffed animal was modeled 
after, did not like children very 
much. So Smith made an animal 
that her two-year-old daughter 
Madge'could play with. The sblffed 
animal was named "The Ithaca 
Kitty" and was available for pur-
chase by Christmas of 1892. ·"It 
also was featured at the World Ex-
hibition in Chicago in 1893," Sachse 
said. 
Madge Smith, who spent herlast 
days in the Oak Hill Manor Nursing 
Home, requested that her la<;t stuffed 
cats be donated LO the Historical 
Society. The Tompkins County 
Historical Society now has the last 
original Ithaca Kitty on display at 
the exhibition. 
Ithaca was not only a catalyst in 
these inventions but also a signifi-
cant factor in the following histori-
cal milestones. 
SL James African Methodist 
Episcopalian Zion Church on Cleve-
land A venue served.as a stop for the 
Underground Railroad, a movement 
spanning from the 1840s through 
1850s, run by abolitionists who 
aided escaped slaves to freedom. 
Influential abolitionists like 
Jcnnaine Loguen and Frederick 
Douglass frequently visited and lec-
tured in Ithaca. Harriet Tubman had 
relatives living in Ithaca and would 
often attend St. James Church, 
Sachse said. "It wasone place where 
abolitionists would come and hold 
rallies and give speeches." 
How many people passed 
through Ithaca to freedom is a mys-
tery even to Sachse. "Because it 
was illegal, it was a secret activity 
that stayed that way," she said. 
Sachse reflected on the inter-
mingled truths and tales in the his-
tory oflthaca. "There are all sorts of 
stories like these," she said. "When 
you have a place like this and have 
very inventive pcople ... you really 
attract a very diverse, interesting 
group of people coming here, pass-
ing through and stopping. And the 
most amazing thing is, it still hap-
pens." 
I~A,.fING DISORDERS The Protestant Community ~ 
at Ithaca College 
Not a way to live 
•Confidential treatment available on campus 
•Insurance Reimbursable 
•Immediate appointments available 
.call 732_5646 Nutrition Clinic 
now Elmira, NY 
/HTERCOUlGIATE SHI WEEHS '96 
osdf eoRltlGBUAK $ ,,, 5 DAV SICI & S110WBOARD LIFT TICKET 
5 NIGHTS LODGING LUXURY CONDO 
5 NIGHTS Of INTERCOLLEGIATE PARTIES & CONTESTS 
tlt> You Want VISA & Maslercartt Cretilt Cartts? 
Experiencing an emptiness? 
Stressed out? 
Or just want to keep the faith? 
Come wo:rship with us at the Chapel 
TI1is week: 7 PM Ash Wednesday Ecumenical 
Service (usual 10 pm Evensong cancelled) 
Sundays 11:30 AM 
This week: All student led service 
Sundays 4:30 PM 
This week: Guest pastor & people from Bethlehem 
Church of Jesus Christ (Apostolic) 
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Colleges connect alum11ito el}J.p~y:ers . 
Caree~ changes encourage some colleges to form support .system for former students 
By College Press Service 
When "militant corporate 
downsizing" caused Chicago resi-
dent Larry Rogers to lose his job at 
the age of 37, Rogers said be didn't 
evenconsidercallinghisalmamater 
for job leads. But after four months 
of nothing but rejection letters, 
Rogers knew be needed help. 
"I made an appointment with [a 
headhunting] agency downtown," 
said the University of Illinois-
Champaign graduate. "While I was 
waiting in their lobby, I read about 
schools that offer job services for 
their alumni. I ripped the article out 
of the magazine and left. At the 
very least, I figured using UI would 
be cheaper. The headhunter was 
charging a few hundred bucks." 
Rogers soon found oui that the 
money saved was only part of the 
equation. By using Illinois' career 
center, he was able to find a job in 
three months. 
"The best part of it was that these 
people had some connection to me," 
he said. "If I'm out of work, it 
probably reflects poorly on the uni-
versity, so by helping me getajob, 
they end up helping themselves." 
While new graduates ofte_n land 
that first job through their 
university's career services office, 
alumni pondering a job change of-
ten find themselves wishing for the 
networking opportunities they had 
in college. 
Until recently, most colleges 
were unable to help. But now, many 
alumni associations are filling that 
need by offering their alumni a va-
riety of j9b-search Qpportunities. 
According to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, American workers 
are likely to change jobs as many as 
18 times in a lifetime, while some 
completely switch careers three to 
five times. And while job opportu-
nities continue to grow for techni-
cally-skilled workers, the competi-
tion for white-collar jobs has be-
come increasingly stiff. Often, 
workers who find themselves out of 
a job after five or IO years don't 
know even know where to begin. 
"At points of transition and dif-
ficulty in a person's life, their alma 
mater should be there for them," 
said Barbara Reinhold; director of 
career development at Smith Col-
lege in Northampton, Mass. ~ And 
there ~ few things in life more 
stressful than changing careers, re-
gardless of whether you're forced 
to or not." 
The all-women college helps 
alumni search for job opportunities 
with the aid of the Smith Talent 
Applicant Referral Service, or 
STARS, an electronic resum~ ser-
vice that helps bring together gradu-
ates and employers. The service is 
available to former Smith students 
for $75 a year. 
"It's a way to link our graduates 
to not only prospective employers 
but also Smith-connected alumni 
who may be able to help them out,'' 
Reinhold said. "It's a chance for 
Smith women to network while 
they' re searching for that new posi-
tion." 
In addition to a career services 
office for undergraduates on its 
Champaign, Ill., campus, the Uni-
versity of Illinois recently formed a 
separate office in Chicago for its 
alumni. 
"The changing job market com-
bined with our increase in number 
of graduates really makes a sepa-
D
on't let this spring leave you broke and left out of all the fun. Go anywhere 
Greyhound® goes for a maximum round trip fare of $129. For a limited 
time only, from February 26th until April 15th, students who show a valid 
student ID can travel to any of our 2,400 destinations. So this spring, take your 
break on Greyhound. -
For more information call 1.800.231.2222. 
ITHACA NY TO: 
ONE WAY ROUND TRIP 
BUFFALO, NY $16 $29 
NEW YORK, NY $25 $49 
Fl.Go Greyllound. and leave the drivr,g to us. • 
rate office necessary," said ToQi 
Smith, director ... We are getting 
calls all the time." -
' Illinois alumni can attend a wide 
variety of seminars covering topics 
that every person on the job hunt 
needs to know. 
"Things change so fast that a 
person who thinks an occasional 
resume on a typewriter is all you 
need is really going to be left be-
hind," Smith said. "We have people 
who have been out of school for 30 
years who need to find work. The 
entire process has to be relearned.'' 
Like Smith College, UI depends 
upon alumni for job leads. 
"We have more than 3,000 
graduates on our database who are 
willing to offer their expertise on· 
careers," Smith said. "It can be re-
ally helpful when someone is just at 
the start of their search." 
Duke University in Durham. 
N.C., has a database as well, called 
DukeSource, which lists more than 
4,000 graduates who l:!ave volun-
teered to be used as contacts. 
"Our alumni have been using it 
quite a bit," said Tom Noble, direc-
tor of Duke's career center. "It's 
hard ·to get concrete data on how 
often someone fmds ajob through 
it, but we hear success stories all the 
time." 
. . 
To further help their members, 
university alumni associ~tions are 
enfering into partnerships with re-
cruiting firms such as SkilJSearch, 
kiNexus and Job Bimk USA to help 
connect alumni to potential employ-
ees. 
Most universities also offer <;a-
reer counseling via long distance 
phone lines for alumni 'who don't 
live close to their alma mater. 
··we don't exclude someone 
from· our service just because they 
can't come into the office," said 
Smith College's Reinbold. "With 
some paperwork filled out in ad- -
vance, we can be just as beneficial 
over the phone as we can be face-
to-face." 
Reinhold said the job services 
-are one way that colleges can help 
their graduates deal with an increas-
ingly competitive job market 
"It's tough enough to find a job 
as it is," she said. "Anything your 
school can do for you is definitely 
going to help." 
.. lff)llK - S'l1Jl)Y! ~ 
Part - Time Military Se_rvice with the New 
York Army National Guard can get you a: 
Full - Time Summer Job 
, 
' 
Part - Time Job during the School Year 
$10,000 Student Loan Repayment 
$6,900 Montgomery_ GI Bill 
$2,500 ·cash Enlistment Bonus 
New York Learn While you Earn! 
Go· to school while you 
serve in the Guard! 
Call our Career Center NnlONIL Open 24 HDIIS 1111111: 
- ( 1-808-356-0552) 
LONDON Sl49 
PRRIS $169 
RMSJERDHM $225 -
FRHNHFURT $239 
HOME $249 
f11es 11e f111 1e1 l11~. m, 11, ,1se• 11 111 
1111afnSNlilrll*f*illmsm"5SIII![ 
fdisdlleS. llllfdl mlllllNlleel S1"5 •SJI.!. 
_...rn*51iailuru~.-*""' 
maes.-nni111tflelllllft(mS.*'m 
11111 Mlletl SJ.I m $SL• 1111 I S!Nm I 1111 l11n-
otre._ fires 111 sljetl 11 c,1qe. leshlcHns o,11. 
&iidiNHrrave/ ~ 
CIEE: Council 011 International 
Educational Exchange 
ll!Hlletin,:/flllltleuq/ds/tlatWII 
1-800-2-COUNCIL 
[1-800-226-~624] 
ent-A-Sp 
Indoor or Outdoor 
eekend & Monthly Rentals 
272-4923 
htlp://www,publiccom.com/wcMwppytimd 
Please _reCJcle_ 'this ·lthac~n 
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They just can't· get enough of this place 
-Alumni return to Ithaca College 
after pursuing other interests 
a great place when I visited as a By Dawn Pace 
Ithacan Staff 
Each year Ithaca College alwnni 
return to visit familiar places and 
friends. They relive their college 
career for a few days and then go 
back lo their new lives and 
routines. 
· student and now coming back as a 
grown-up, it seems like it is as vital 
or even more vital [now)." 
But for some alumni, Ithaca 
College is~ part of their lives every 
day. They have chosen to come 
back to Ithaca and stay to teach the 
next generation of Ithaca students. 
"It's taken going to several places 
to finally end up back here," said 
Brian Healy '78, assistant profes-
sor of psychology. 
Healy was working in a hospital 
environment when he decided he 
wanted to return to an academic 
setting. 
"Thal was the main concern, to 
gel back into academics and Ithaca 
was the job that was open at the 
time," Healy said. 
Assistant Professor Jonathan 
Sokasits '83 teaches piano students 
in the School of Music. 
"I was looking for work and this 
was the first place I was hired back 
Lo," Soka<;its said. "I thought it was · 
Ellen Staurowsky, associate pro-
fessor of sports psychology, had 
three reasons for returning to Ithaca. 
After attending Ithaca College 
for her graduate degree, she was 
brought in lO coordinate the new 
sports information and communi-
cation major. The new major is not 
offered at any other school, accord-
ing to Staurowsky. 
"I was very excited al taking an 
opportunity that was so cutting-
edge," Staurowsky said. 
Another reason she returned was 
the faculty at Ithaca, who are among 
the best. according to Staurowsky. 
Carrying on a tradition also fig-
ured into her decision lo teach at 
Ithaca. 
"Ithaca had an enormous impact 
on me, both as a student and a 
professional," Staurowsky said. 
"My classmates were really a won-
derful group of people who I stayed 
close with over the years." 
While she ha<; stayed in touch 
with classmates, many things at 
Ithaca changed while she was away. 
For example, the department of 
exercise and sports sciences did not 
exist when Staurowsky wac; a stu-
denL 
Other professors who graduated 
from Ithaca also see the changes the 
school has gone through since t11cy 
were students. 
"I was disorientated on the cam-
pus for awhile. There arc more stu-
dcnLc;," said Stephen Lahr '75, as-
sistant professorof physical therapy" 
While population and new build-
ings could confuse an alum who 
hasn't seen the campus in awhile, it 
is an even bigger change for those 
who graduated when the College 
was located downtown. 
"It was a different era than it is 
now. That's when 'in loco parentis' 
wa,; very much in force, so that we 
lived in dormitories that had house-
mothers," said Mary Arlin '61, pro-
fessor of music. 
"We had hours. In other words, 
we had to be in al a certain hour in 
the evening unless we had an ex-
cuse that we had been attending a 
play or attending a conccrl," she 
continued. 
When she graduated from ltliaca, 
she went to graduate school and 
exposed herself to ot11er ideas and 
approaches, Arlin said. 
"I chose to teach at llhaca Col-
lege because I like the particular 
Looking for the best 
fitness bargain in town? 
no sweat! 
Nobody in Ithaca has more for less than Ithaca Fitness. 
program that we were in vol vcd wit11 Healy also rcmemhcrs his time 
at t11c IJJnc. At t11at time, we had a as a student. 
granl and we were teaching on the ··oncoft11cgoodmcmorics, from 
contemporary music proJcct ,md I academic standpoint, was the 
was involved wiU1 t11at," Arlin said. amount of laboralory experience I 
Although the College has had here in physiology that really 
changed witll t11c times, some tl1ings guided me towards furt11er educa-
rcmain Ille same. tion," he said. 
For some alumni, like Healy, Something t11at has stayed with 
their old advisers and professors Lahr was his participation on the 
arc now their colleagues. crew team. 
"I think it helps out witll the "We were reasonably success-
students because they see t11atsomc- fut," he said. "I was in the freshman 
body who was in their ranks as a crew and we had a couple of re-
student years ago can also go out building years, then I had to go on 
and get a Ph.D. and get advanced my final year, which in physical 
degrees," Healy said. t11crapy we had to spend in New 
"Coming from their end, I think York City." 
that's one of their concerns," he Comparing the past to the 
continued. "They don't know ex- present, Lahr said, 'The aptitude 
actly what's going to happen with a and the interest of the students has 
degree in psychology. So, now they improved in 20 years." 
can sec what happens." The College itself has also de-
Sokasits' education didn't end vcloped since Arlin graduated. 
when he left the College, and it "I think the College has im-
conlinucs now that he has returned. proved in tenns of its academic 
'Tm bothastudcntandatcachcr. --, standing. I t11ink it ha,; improved in 
I learn a lot from my students, and terms oft11e quality of the programs 
I hope t11cy learn from me," Sokasits and t11c diversily of Ille programs," 
said. she said. 
His music education would have Alt11ough seniors arc already 
helped him no matter where he counting t11c days left until gradua-
cnded up, according to Sokac;ils. tion, many do not know where t11ey 
"It was fun, a ti.me of a lot of will go when t11cy leave Ithaca. For 
growt11, exploration and a lot of some, t11e road may lead right back 
fond memories," SokasiL<; said. to Ithaca College. 
;\ D V E "T ' SPEAKERS 
Indoor/Outdoor 
MINI-
ADVENT Ill 
• 3" poly 
woofer 
a 1/2" poly 
tweeter 
139;~ 
EVERYDAY 
(Suggc~tcd Rcuul S230/PR) 
lthoco Fitnes. hos the area's largest and hnest collection of aerobic and ,trength training 
equipment, feoluring machines from the best names in fitness! 
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Money Back Guarantee 
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92 WICB'S TOP TEN 
1. "Wonderwall"-Oasis 
2. "Santa Monica"-Everclear 
3. "Just a Girl"-No Doubt 
4. "1979"-Smashing Pumpkins 
5. "In the Meantime"-Spacehog 
6. "lronic"-Alanis Morrissette 
7. "Aeroplane"-Red Hot Chili Peppers 
8. "Big Me"-Foo Fighters 
9. "I Got Id."- Pearl Jam 
1 o. "Peaches"-The Presidents of the United States of America 
WICB's Top Ten is based upon weekly air play at W/CB. 
SOUND BYTES 
Loud Lucy 
"Breathe" 
Rating: 7 
• Approximately one year ago, Loud 
Lucy had an album recorded and no 
record label. However, when the dust of 
a major label bidding war settled, they 
signed to Getfen Records. "Breathe" is 
the debut album from the Chicago 
three-piece known as Loud Lucy. Like 
other Chicago musicians (Liz Phair, 
Verixa Salt), the band hired producer 
Brad Wood to capture the band's live 
sound. While "Breathe" is not a flashy 
"alternative" record, its guitar tracks 
have tones like some of the late '70s 
rock antherris. Twenty-three-year-old 
Christian Lahe leads the band on 
vocals and guitars and has written the 
12-song album. Loud Lucy has filled 
the album with melodic songs that 
range in tempo from in-your-face 
rockers -to ~oft ballads. The mix is fitting 
when listening to the album. The band 
connects on the first single "Ticking," as 
well as "I'll Wait" and "Breathe." Loud 
Lucy has been on tour since th.e 
sumrner·¢pening for Alanis Mol"fissette. 
Spacehog 
"Resident Alien" 
Rating: 7 
• With the resurgence.of David Bowie's 
career this past summer, maybe it should 
not be a surprise to hear a band with Ziggy 
Stardust-like influences -arrive on the 
scene. Either way, Spacehog has arrived 
from England on the heels of the Mott the 
Hoople-ish song "In the Meantime." Like 
the single, much of the album has singer/ 
bassist Royston Langdon belting out 
vocals in a preaching-type manner. With a 
heavy dose of glam packaged with a '90s 
spin-glam in sound, not looks- the band 
exhibits many similarities to the heavier 
songs of the now-defunct band Mother 
Love Bone. Such is the case on 
"Candyman." The band does not really 
sound like many of the British bands 
(Oasis, Elastica, Blur) which have achieved 
success in the United States. However, 
"Space is the Place" is their most "pop" -
oriented song on the album and sounds 
most like the "new" British invasion. If you 
are a fan of Bowie's '70s releases or 
simply a curious listener, Spacehog is 
close to being out of this world. 
Compiled by Jon .L~_n.dn:ian _ 
PARK COMMUNICATIONS 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
INTERNAL TRANSFER 
Applications for transfer into major programs are 
available in the Roy H. Park School of Communications 
Dean's Office (Park 311) 
MAJORS 
Television and Radio (BS) 
J oumalism (BA) 
Media Studies (BA) 
Cinema and Photography (BS) 
Film, Photography, and Visual Arts (BFA) 
Corporate Communication (BS) 
Requirements and procedures are spelled out in detail on 
the application form; but in general, students must have two 
semesters of final college grades, and GPA's of 2.8 or above 
to be considered 
APPLICATION DEADLINE 
TO BE CONSIDERED IN TIME FOR ADVANCE 
REGISTRATION FOR FALL 1996 CLASSES 
RETURN THE COMPLETED APPLICATION TO THE 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN (PARK 311) 
ROY H. PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
BEFORE 4:30 PM FRIDAY, MARCH 1, 1996 
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Getting Home_Alive· 
Benefit CD to help end violence against women 
By Jon Landman 
Ithacan- Staff 
On July 7, 1993, Mia 2.apata, the lead 
singer of the Seattle-based band The Gits, 
was brutally raped and murdered. 
Shortly after this tragedy, Home Alive, a 
group of musicians and artists who are fight-
ing all forms of violence including rape, 
domestic abuse, gay/lesbian bashing and rac-
ism, was formed. I tis dedicated to presenting 
an on-going series of music, art. theater, film 
and video to raise money in the Seattle com-
munity for free and affordable self-defense 
workshops, educational material and a re-
minder that no one is safe. 
TI1e double-disc benefit album features 
4 7 tracks mixing both musical performances 
and spoken word elements. Many_ Seattle 
bands including Pearl Jam, Nirvana, 
Soundgarden and The Presidents of The 
United States of America appear on the al-
bum. 
The Pearl Jam song "Leaving Home" is a 
1963 cover from a band called High Num-
bers. The original was sung as an R & B song 
and the band High Numbers later changed 
their name and became The Who. The song 
is a stretch for Pearl Jam but fits in well with 
the social message of the benefiL 
For obvious reasons, Nirvana did not 
record a new song for the album, yet they 
offer a live version of "Radio Friendly Unit 
Shifter." 
Soundgarden's "Kyle Petty (Son Of Ri-
chard)" is a fierce, distorted vocal scream 
typical of their style. The Presidents offer the 
song "Confusion." 
MUSIC REVIEW 
Various Artists 
"Home Alive: The Art of 
Self-Defense" 
No rating 
1 996 Epic Records 
liberal thinker. The message from Bobby 
Miller in his piece "Keep Your Mouth off My 
Sister" questions men and their sexual atti-
tudes towards women. Lydia Lunch offers 
her opinion of parental abuse and physical 
violence on "Why We Murder." The Body 
Has A Head, featuring John S. Hall from 
King Missile, describes his frustrations to-
wards the pro-life movement. 
MiaZapata's work is featured on "The Art 
of Self Defense" in the form of one song she 
recorded solo and one with her band The 
Gits. The surviving members of The Gits, 
Evil Stig ("Gits Live" spelled backwards), 
team up withJoanJettandKathleen Hanna of 
the band Bikini Kill on "Go Home," a song 
written in memory of 2.apata. 
Other bands include Green Apple Quick 
Step, Ann and Nancy Wilson of Heart. Love 
Battery, The Posies, Supersuckers and The 
Fastbacks. 
The album is a solid piece that is shocking 
and disturbing at the first listen. Howl!ver, 
the artists' messages arc completely until~ 
tered due to the important subject matter 
involved. 
While the music on "The Art of Self 
Defense" is solid, i~ is the spoken word 
performances that fuel the mission statement 
of Home Alive'. The.no-frills spoken word . 
tracks are brash, un~nsored, in-your-face 
statements that Will shock ·even the. most. 
Hopefully, tbe sales from this album will 
enable every woman to get home safely. If 
content and message should determine the;. 
quality of a benefit album, ''The Art of Self 
Defense" succeeds in its mission. 
Jon Landman ts music direcrorfor 92 WICB. 
FREE DELIVER UNTIL3AM 
9 
PIZZERIA 
tthacC·s·fltgQ8s1·e-aliorles ... 
Guaranteed! 
· Over 14" Long, Only$ 4.75 each! 
l."Gotta Lotta Ricotta"Cheese ® - 13. Seafood -
(Mozzarella, Ricotta. Pccorlno Romlln.o and Spices) (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Crabmcat, Shrimp) 
2. Ham - 14. Meatball Parmesan Calzone -
(Mozzarella, Ricotta. Pccorlno Roma.no and Spices) (Mozzarella, Ricotta.Meatballs, Tomato Sauce) 
3. Veggie - 15. Sausage Parmesan Calzone -
(MushroOllls, Olives, Pq>pers, SplnACh, 
Onions. Broccoli) 
4. Pepperoni -
( Mozzarella., Ricotta. Pecorlno Romano and Spices) 
5. Spinach & Cheest: -
.. (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Pecorlno Roma.no and Spices) 
6. Broccoli & Cheese -
(Mozzarelhl. Rlcott~ Pccorlno Romario and Spices) 
7. Meat -
(Bocon, Hwnburgcr,Snusagc, Moznrella. Rlcot1n) 
8. Chicken -
(Mozznr<-lla, Ricotta,, Pccorlno Romono and Spices) 
9. Eggplant -
(Mozzarella, Ricotta,, PccorJno Romano and Splcc-s) 
10. Mixed -(Mozzarella, Ricotta, Pepperoni. Sausage, Peppers., 
Mushrooms) 
11. Chicken Bleu -
(Mozzarella, Ricotta. Sausage, Tomato Sauce) 
16. Veal Parmesan Calzone -
(Mozzarella. Ricotta.,, Veal, Tomato Sauce) 
17. Pesto Calzone -
(Mozzarella. Rlccota, Sliced Tomatoes, Pesto Sauce) 
18. BBO Smoke Calzone -(Grilled St~. Smoked Bnrbcquc Sauce. Mozzarella, 
Ricotta) 
19. Cordon Bleu -
(Mozzarella. Chicken, Ham, Blue Checs-c) 
20. Artichoke ~zone -
(Mozzarella, Ricotta. Artichoke Hearts) 
21. Philly Calzone-
<Grn1cd Steak, Oaloou. Pepp<rS, Cheddar Cheese) 
22. Beef N' Cheddar-
<Tender ROMt Bed, and Cheddar Cheese.) 
23. Turkey Calzone-
( Bllrbeque Chicken, Blue Chet&e. Mozzarella, Splcu) (Turkey, Mozzarella Chene, RlcoCta and Spices) 
12. Hawaiian - 24. Chick-N-Bacon-
<Bam, Pineapple, Mozzarella. Rk:oCta) (Diced Chicken. Bacon, Barbecue Sauce, Mozzarella Cheese 
Made fresh to order. Any calzone can be altered to your specifications 
Also available: Salads, Spinach Squares, Party Packs, Pasta, Jalapeno Poppers, Broccoli 
Poppers, Gourmet Pizzas, Pizza Fritte (fried dough), Mozzarella Sticks, Onion Rings, 
Chicken Fingers, Pepperoni Rolls, and Buffalo-Style Chicken Wings.. 
272-1950 
All coupons expire 3/31/96 must mention when ordering 
-----------~y----~rtyPack __ _ 
Buy one Calzone at regular I 0-. Ch Sh t p· 2 d . · · 1ant eese ee 1zza. oz. 
price & get second for $2.501 Wings, 2 Big Soda's. Only $14.99 
------------+------------Three for · 1Large Pizza.&_ One. · 
Calzones $11.50. 1Dozen_Win s $9.26 
FEBRUARY 15, 1996 
MOVIE LISTINGS 
February 15 - 20 
CINEMAPOLIS 
277-6115 
City of Lost Children -- 7: 15, 9:35 
Richard the Third -- 7:15, 9:35 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Restoration --7:15 
Leaving Las Vegas -- 9:35 
Postman -- 7:15 
12 Monkeys -- 9:25 
Othello -- 7: 15, 9:35 
HOYT'S PYRAMID 
MALL 257-2700 
Beautiful Girls 
Broken Arrow 
Sense & Sensibility 
Black Sheep 
Dead Man Walking 
Mr. Holland's Opus . 
City Hall 
Muppet Treasure Island 
Mr. Wrong 
Happy Gilmore 
Please call the theatre for movie times 
SABWEEKEND 
FILMS 274-1386 
Ace Ventura 2: When Nature Calls --
Friday, Saturday at 7:00, 9:30. Sunday 
at 8:00, 11 :00 
Casablanca -- Friday and Saturday at 
midnight 
,. .. ; ... 
.. ;. (. - : . 
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Walking.the fine line 
Nun, death row convict form unlikely friendship 
By Patrick Boyton 
Ithacan Staff 
Truly great films challenge the way we 
think about things. They fully utilize the 
cinematic medium to raise questions, often 
defying popular belief. Catering to Western 
ideology of the great individual, these films 
often present a lone protagonist, whether it be 
Jim Garrison or Oscar Schindler, fighting 
against the much larger system. Tim Robbins' 
new film, "Dead Man Walking," falls into 
this genre, but it also transcends into a more 
personal struggle of faith and redemption. 
"Dead Man Walking" deals with one of 
our country's most hoUy debated issues-
capital punishment. But it is not U1e mere 
subject matter Ulat makes this such a compel-
ling, thought-provoking film. Like "J.F.K." 
and "Schindler's List," "Dead Man Walk-
ing" is told through the eyes of an individual 
fighting against all odds. It is based upon a 
true story of a nun who establishes a relation-
ship witll a convict on deatl1 row. 
Susan Sarandon plays Sister Helen Prejean, 
a woman who has devoted her entire life to 
serving God. She receives a letter from a 
convicted murderer and rapist on death row, 
and realizing that he has nobody else, estab-
lishes a relationship with him. 
This is by far Sarandon's most complex, 
challenging role to date. And considering her 
resum~ that's saying a lot She brings a 
humility to her performance that very few 
other A-list Hollywood actresses could con-
vincingly pull off. She breaks away from any 
clicMs or misconceptions we have attached 
to nuns, and creates an unforgettable charac-
ter of tremendous compassion. 
While many viewers will forever associ-
ate him with his burned-out smfer dud~ role 
in "Fast Times at Ridgemount High," Sean 
Penn is one of the most brilliant actors of-his 
generation. It's a shame that a few bad career 
moves like "We're No Angels" and "Shang-
Alli> r 
BETTER THAN 1 Ht , II<·. I• 
JIM CARltEY'S Pt1,:•.· ! 1 
-JACk M; .. JltlY"J'. 
THE CRfl'I('!) ,-,,_, __ :, ~ · .
:.:.,, r 
l"'hll • 
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MOVIE REVIEW 
Dead Man 
Walking 
Directed by Tim Robbins 
Starring Scan Penn and 
Susan Sarandon 
1111 hucll rata •viii lrem 1 (Wll'lt) II 10 (11111) 
hai Surprise," and an even worse high-profile 
celebrity marriage/divorce with a certain 
Material Girl, prevented Hollywood from 
taking Penn seriously. It doesn't help that he 
comes across in interviews like the pompous 
jerk he probably is. But the bottom line is that 
he's an actor of unparalleled skill. 
In "Dead Man Walking," a new Scan 
Penn explodes on Ule screen. He plays Mat-
tllew, a greasy, ignorant, racist, sexist piece 
of white trash. With a role he can finally sink 
his teetll into, Penn chews it up and spits it in 
our faces. Watching this virtually sub-human 
being emerge into a man who desperately 
allempts to salvage his own cursed soul is the 
most compelling two hours of cinema you 
arc likely to find in theaters these days. 
Actor Tim Robbins brings his passion and 
humanity behind Ule camera with his second 
turn as writer and director. Following his 
biting political satire "Bob Roberts" with 
"Dead Man Walking," Robbins is emerging 
as a visionary autcur/authorwitll a big agenda 
to heighten out awareness. 
Matthew is a convicted murderer and rap-
ist on death row. Helen is a nun who works 
with children in a ghetto. And while they may 
appear to be on completely opposite sides, 
they have one thing in common-they boU1 
live among the poor. As Matthew says, 'There 
ain' tno money on death row." Those who get 
the death penalty arc tllose who can't buy 
their way out of it. 
SENSE AND 
SENSIBILITY 
Rating: 10 
• The Jane Austen craze has reached 
its pinnacle with this Emma Thompson 
adaptation of the society novel. 
Instead of the usual stuffy interpreta-
tions of Austen's work, this one is 
brimming with wit and rear emotion. 
Two sisters are disinherited by their 
half brother and lose prospective 
husbands as a result of their poverty. 
But as always in Austen, fortune 
hunters lose and the patient and 
virtuous (if clumsy) heroes win the day 
and the ladies in the end. 
The acting is superb, with an under-
stated but hilarious performance by 
Hugh Grant and a quiet brooding 
provided in the role of the other suitor. 
The bad girls are deliciously hateable-
the audience talks to the screen. This 
is the best era (and best movie) I've 
seen this year. 
MR. HOLLAND'S OPUS 
Rating: 8 
• Mr. Holland's Opus is a blast from 
the past for anyone who took high 
school band. Richard Dreyfuss turns in 
an outstanding performance as a band 
director who is torn between love for 
his students and devotion to his wife 
and son. This nostalgic trip through the 
past is done in an almost Gump-esque 
style, tying the characters into a time 
frame and dating the movie quite 
effectively. A wonderfully realistic plot 
and excellent musical score make this 
a definite movie to see. 
Compiled by Heather Duncan 
and Anthony laffaldano 
••• 
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PERSONALS 
Yo, peachy, my heart is blue 
because I'm so far from you. (And 
you said I can't rhyme) Too_Jar 
from h 
Only 1 00 feet to Simeon's! Quality 
building, furnished, carpet, intercom, 
laundry, microwave, tv lounge. $370 
up, including utilities. Bus at corner 
to IC. Quiet people. Genuine value! 
273-9462. 
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS Downtown and 
South Hill. Close to Commons and 
bus to campus. Furnished or unfur-
nished. Landlordp"'ys utilities. Laun-
dry on premises. Various locations. 
for a complete list and more infor-
mation call 387-5897. 
NEW LISTING! Beautifulthree bed-
room apartment or six bedroom 
house on South Hill. Just remod-
eled with nice wood floors and new 
carpets. Laundry and parking. Land-
lord pays utilities. All for only $335 
per month. 387-5897. 
2,4 & 6 Bedrooms conveniently lo-
cated near the bottom of Hudson 
St. with off-strBet parking, and lo-
cated on Columbia St. Both have 
laundromat on premises. Bright and 
spacious apartments, please call 
272-3389. 
South Hill three bedroom apartment. 
Hardwood floors, eat-in kitchen, 
large yard. Heat included. Fully 
furnished. Available June 1: $275 
per person. Very nice. Certified 
Properties Inc. 27333-1669. 
Downtown spacious 1 and 2 bed-
room apartments 1 block from the · 
Commons, on bus route. Hard-
wood floors, lots of light, laundry. 
Tenants pay electric only (not heat). 
Available 6-11 or 8-1. Must see--
call today! Certified Properties 
Inc. 273-1669. 
South Hill, Beautiful 2 bedroom 
house 1 mile from campus. Hard-
wood floors, large rooms, eat-in 
kitchen Enclosed porch, garage, 
yard. Available 8-1 1st time on 
APARTMENTS AND 
HOUSES 
South Hill and Downtown, two bed 
rooms and larger, up to seven 
bedrooms. Spacious rooms, 
furnished, with laundry and parking. 
Nice condition. 
Excellent values. ranging from 
S 235. to $300./month/person, 
including all u tilitics. Available for 
January, June or August. 
Call 387-5897, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Student Apartments 
walking clistance 
tQ.l~C. 
off-stre~1t parking 
fcir mO!!}:Z~~an_:_ 
272-1115,:: 
CLASSIFIED 
market, won't last! $575 per mo. 
Certified Properties Inc. 273-1669 
Location, Location, Location-
Prospect & Hillview Pl.: 2 and 3 
Bedroom Apts., in duplex houses. 
All apts. are furnished & most have 
off-street parking. Apts. are avail-
able Aug. 1, 1996. For more details 
call Peter ·or Kathy 273-5370. If we 
aren't home leave your name & num-
ber & we will call you back. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1996 
ITHACAN ·CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
THE ITIIACAN 
Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
ltJ:taca College 
Park_ Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 274-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
DUPLEX four bedroom apts, fully 
furnished, non-coin operated 
washer/dryer dishwasher balconies 
parking call 273-8576. 
--------------------------------
--------------------~-----------
3-4 bdrm townhouses spring/fall 
s~mester recently remodeled, spa-
cious and private. Free garbage 
removal and parking, washer/dryer 
Please call 257-1725 for showing. 
Date(s) to run ________ _ Category ___________ _ 
Name ____________________________ _ 
Address __________________________ _ 
Four Bedroom townhouses, 
houses, apartments available in 
June and August, quality housing, 
great locations, walk to campus. 
273.9300. 
Phone __________________________ _ 
3 Bedroom, new contemporary, 2 
blocks commons, 2 baths, natural 
gas, energy efficient, balconies, 
parking, furnished. 277-6260, 533-
7324. 
Downtown 3 bedroom apartment 2 
blocks from the Commons. Lots of 
light, large porch, totally furnished. 
Heat included. Available 8-1. Cer-
tified Properties Inc. 273-1669 
South Hill studio or one bedroom 
apartments, walk to campus or The 
Commons. Hardwood floors, lots of 
light. Landlord pays all utilities! Avail-
able 6/1 or 8/1. Furnished start at 
$470. Certified Properties Inc. 
273-1669. 
3 bedroom furnished apts., balco-
nies, covered parking, on site laun-
dry, wall to wall carpeting, spacious 
rooms, large closets, on bus route, 
starting $225 per person. 10 or 12 
month leases. A GREAT LOCA-
TION. JAMES E. GARDNER, JR. 
277-3232. 
3 bedroom 1 1 /2 bath furnished 
TOWNHOUSES on South Hill. 
Washer, Dryer, Hardwood floors, 
patio, parking, trash removal. June 
or August leases from $265 per, 
person. JAMES E. GARDNER, JR. 
277-3232. 
Coddington Rd. Excellent loca-
tion,4 bedroom house. Available 8/ 
1/96. $250 person plus utilties. Call 
273-5257. 
Apartments-studios, 1, 2, 3, 4, bed-
room furnished, carpeted. 96-97 
leases. Call 272-9361 days, 277-
4783 eves. 
Houses 4 or 5 bedroom furnished, 
carpeted, 96-97 leases, call 272-
9361 days or 277-4783 eves. 
4 bdrm house, 1123 Danby Rd 1 /2 
mile from IC driveway, hardwood 
floors, fireplace, washer, dryer 
$1,200+util. Call Richard 272-4146, 
starts 8/1. 
4 bdrm house 505 S. Aurora 1/2 
mile from IC off street parking wash/ 
dryer $1, 200+util. Call Richard 
272-4246 starts July 1st. 
3 Br newly-renovated apt. down-
town close to library. Available now. 
Two 3 br apts. Available Sept. Call 
for more info. after 3 pm 272-5210 
RENTING 96-97: MODERN TWO 
BEDROOM, new paint and carpet, 
free parking and heat. Four units 
per building. Discount for group of 
8. 272-8017, 257-4402 
4 Bedrm house excellent condition, 
parking, IC/Downtown location 
$275+pp/m-- 12 mos.. 273-7302. 
Aug 96-97 3 bedrm apt or 6 bedrm 
house on Linn St. 2 bath 2 kitchen 2 
livingrm $265/person includes util-
ity laundry parking 257-4831 
2,3,5 bedroom house/apartments. 
Halfway between IC & downtown. 
Well maintained, furnished, laun-
dry, parking. Take bus or walk 272-
3832. 
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS Downtown and 
South Hill. Close to Commons and 
Bus to Campus. Available for next 
school year. Furnished or unfur-
nished. Landlord pays utilities. 
Laundry on premises. Various lo-· 
cations--for a complete list and more 
information call 387-5897. 
NEW LISTING! Beautiful 3 bed-
room apartment or six bedroom 
house on South Hill. Just remod-
eled, with nice wood floors and new 
carf)et. Laundry and parking. Land-
lord pays utilities. All for only $335. 
per month. 387-5897. 
South Hill, furnished 3 br available 
Jam.es E. Gardner, J:r. 
I&E£.T,... E~TA..TE 
.£.. G:rea,-te:r Se:J.ec-tioII. o:r 
.£..pa,:r"tmeII. -ts iII. -the 
I-tb..~a, .A:rea, 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
,08 iw. ".rJ..~g;a, ~:t;:ree"t -
(school year) double living rooms, 
dining/skylight 1 O month lease $720 
~onth plus 256-2488. 
ONE bedroom apt. close to school. 
CALL 272-6361. 
FOR SALE 
Need some spending cash? Sell 
your unused items here. Ithacan 
classifieds are only $4 for 4 lines. 
Call 274-3207 for details. 
EMPLOYMENT 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn 
up to $2,000+/month working on 
cruise ships or land-tour compa-
nies. World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, 
the Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and 
full-time employment available. No 
experience necessary.· For more 
informatio,n call 1 -206-97.1-3550 ext. 
C52313. 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Stu-
dents Needed! Fishing Industry. 
Earn up to $3,00-$6,000+ per month 
Room and Board! Transportation! 
Male or Female. No experience 
necessary. Call (206) 971-351 O 
extA52312 
PA co-ed children's overnight camp 
seeks staff. Swim, crafts, radio, 
golf, sailing, tennis, sports, archery 
and general. Call Mark at 610-941-
0128 for an application or to sched-
ule local interview to be held on April 
1st. Write Mark Glaser at 16 Gum 
Tree Lane, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444. 
Spring and Summer Positions, Con-
ference and Event Services, Ithaca 
College. Office assistants provide 
clerical and office support. They 
assist with all aspects of daily op-
erations to include customer rela-
tions both in person and on the 
telephone. Office experience· de-
sired. Special event managers pro-
vide support in making arrange-
ments for all of the services neces-
sary for an event or conference in-
cluding catering, set-up, parking, 
shuttles, housing, registration, etc. 
The special event manager assists 
in the planning, coordination, prepa-
ration, and supervision of events on 
campus. Peer leadership experi-
ence and e_xperience in customer 
service are required. Pick up an 
application in the office, located 
behind check-cashing in the cam-
Attention all Students! Over $6 
Billion in public and private sector 
grants & Scholarships is now avail-
able. All students are eligible. Let us 
help. For more info. Call: 1-800-
263-6495 ext. F52313 
#1 SPRING BREAK DON'T BLOW 
IT(! Book Now!!! Floridalrom $1'09 
Jamaica/Cancun/Bahamas from 
$359 Free Info: Sunsplash 1-800-
426-7710 
EATING DISORDER treatment 
. available on campus. Insurance re-
imbursable, strictly confidential. Call 
now 732-5646 Nutrition Clinic, 
Elmira.NY 
C&S TYPING SERVICE- Reports, 
letters, resumes, etc. Fast and 
Reliable. Pickup/Delivery avail. call 
589-6525 or 589-4868. 
L.M.B WORD PROCESSING 
EDUCATIONAUBUSINESS Re-
sumes, Reports, Journals, Business 
cards and much more.607-347-
4669 
Mexica/Caribbean$189 RT. Europe 
' $1169 OW and Domestic Destina-
tions Cheaap!! IF YOU CAN BEAT 
THESE PRICES ST ART YOUR 
OWN DAMN AIRLINE. Air-Tech, 
Ltd. 212/2119-7000 info 
@aerotech.com http://canpus. nett/ 
aerotech. 
Sign-a-,l~as~inoiv::for .a. 
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CLOSE TO HOME 
• BY JOHN MCPHERSON 
-~,,;; '··' .:1/' ' ., 
,,,-. • . 
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' ' 
In a technological breakthrough that 
revolutionized the space industry, NASA 
successfully launches the first space shuttle 
mission to be activated by The Clapper". 
Krepner Industries was notorious for its 
abrupt lay-offs. 
Surgeons at Wilton Medical ~nter prepare 
for the world's first beer-bellyectorny. 
., 
~ 
' . ----
< ' • 
~ttte: Thursday, Feb. 15, 1996 . 
T_!me: 8:00 p.m. 
Place: Emerson Suites 
Admission: $3.00 
SPORTS 
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Defeat of Hartwick helps playoff chances 
Nadler sparks defensive effort as Bombers 
~eat the second-best team in the region 
By Matt Yale 
Ithacan Sports Editor 
With its biggest win of the sea-
son so far, the men's basketball 
team appears to be two wins away 
from being ranked in the NCAA 
Division III East Region Poll for 
the first time tliis season. 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
After defeating Hartwick 55-46 
Tuesday night, the second-ranked 
team in the lastest regional poll, the 
Bombers(14-7, 3-2) should receive 
~trong consideration for one of the 
eight positions in next week's poll. 
"I think thi~game was extremely 
nnportant. A week ago [Hartwick] 
was tied for first in the region," 
Head Coach Tom Baker said. 
Due to their recent consistent 
play, the Bombers have now won 
nine of their last 11 games. 
"I would say that this is the first 
Lime this season that we actually 
played two decenthalvesofbasket-
hall," Rob Nadler '98 said: "We 
usually play a strong first or second 
half." 
Coach Baker agreed the team's 
effort wa.<; the most impressive be 
has seen in awhile. 
"It was the best40-minute effort 
hy our team alt year long," he said.· 
"I thought we got the job done. We 
looked forone another and we were 
very unselfish. It was our best 
effort defensively." 
TbedefensebeldtheHawks(16-
6) to a mere 46 points, the third 
lowest point total of an opponent all 
season. 
The Bombers' key was concen-
trating on Hartwick's guards, jun-
ior Eric Wilson and senior Eric 
Bonczkowski, who were threats 
from the three-point arc. Nadler 
~tched up against Wilson and jun-
ior Shaka Serville was responsible 
for Bonczkowski. 
"We try to pressure the ball and 
use a switching defense that puts a 
lot of pressure on the guards," se-
nior Vince Perrine said. 
Wilson, who is averaging 18 
points per game this season, fin-
ished the night with just seven 
points, all in the first half. Mean-
while, Bonczkowski added 11, four 
short of his season average. 
. Hartwick Head Coach Nick 
Lambros mixed up bis defenses in-
cluding two-three, three-two and 
one-three-one zones and a triangle-
and-two, but Baker was pleased 
overall with the adjustments the 
Bombers made offensively. 
"The triangle-and-two [three 
players play zone and two player 
matchup] bothered us a little bit," 
Baker said. "We knew what to do 
with it, but we had not practiced the 
triangle offense we use, and as a 
result, we did not execute it as well 
All-around effort 
leads to victories 
Team scores in 13 
out of 16 events 
By Brian Gunning 
Ithacan Staff 
Due to the balanced perfor -
mance of the men· s indoor track 
and field team, the Bombers eas-
ily bypassed the rest of the com-
petition last Saturday at the 
Hamilton Invitational. 
MEN'S INDOOR 
TRACK AND 
FIELD 
Ithaca's team victory was 
anything but one-dimensional as 
they scored in all but three of the 
16events. 
Head Coach Jim Nichols said 
he was not surprised by the ver-
satility of bis team_ _ 
"lexpect_ustosc_oreinevery-
thing. That's my goal," Nichols 
said. 
"I don't want to be known as 
a jumping team, or a .throwing 
team, or a sprinting teain. or a 
distance team. There are 18 or 
20 different events," he said. 
The Bombers finished first 
out of eight teams, ahead 44 
points to second place Hamilton 
Col!ege. ~ 
'QiekeytotheBombers' 134-
point barrage came in the field 
events when three Ithaca ath-.. 
'"-}: ,., .. 
letes comhined for a total of 46 
points. 
Sophomore Mark Bowles 
scored 22 points, placing first in 
the long jump mid taking third 
place in both the triple jump and 
high jump. 
Junior Erik Listemann placed 
in two events, capturing second 
in the triple jwnp and third in the 
long jump. 
Junior pole vaulter Jess 
Hafner emerged victorious in his 
event, also improving his state 
qualifying height to season best 
of 13' 6". 
Sophomore-Chris Waldron, 
who bad already qualified in the 
1000-meter, broke the state as 
well as the ECAC standard in the 
800-meter, running a time of 
1 :59 .23 to place second. 
Sophomore Jarrod Cushing 
also added a second event to bis 
s~ championship credentials, 
placing third in tbe8_00 (1 :59.48). 
He bad previouslMWilified in 
the 600-meter. le,nior Tom 
Lansleyroundedout.the Bomber 
qualifiers, _bea~g the 1500-
meter, standard by .65 of a sec-
ond to_tally the runner-up posi-
tion. 
The 4x800-meter team of 
Waldron, Lansley, Cushing and 
first-year student Scott Williams 
·postetl the victory despite an av-
erage performance. , 
See '!°RACK, next page 
SPIRIT NIGHT 
Come to the basketball 
doubleheader on Feb. 16, 
starting at 6 p.m. against 
Keuka. There will also be 
festivites at halftime. 
as we could have." 
Nadler led Ithaca with 16 points 
while junior Kevin Havens added 
10 points and15 rebounds, includ-
ing 10 in the first half. Ithaca out-
rebounded Hartwick44-27 overall. 
'This was the first time we domi-
nated the boards in a game this 
year," Baker said. 
One reason the Bombers were 
succesful was that Ithaca was able 
to run and push the ball up the court 
while upseting the Hawks out of 
their half-court offense that has been 
so succcsful over the years. 
If the Bombers hope to move 
into next week's NCAA East Re-
gional poll, the Bombers have to 
win against Keuka and Cazenovia 
this weekend. 
"I would hope that we could get 
into the top eight," Nadler said. 
"To tell you·t.be truth, I did not feel 
that we deserved to be in tlie top 
eight unless we won the game 
[against Hartwick]. We hadn't beat 
a ranked team yet, so I really feel 
that this win will catapult us in the 
ratings". 
. . The Ithacan I Laura Gardner 
Sophomore Eric Pitcher slam dunks in the Ben Light Gymnasium 
last Tuesday. He was fouled and finished off the three-point play. 
Brothers grow together 
to gain success in sports 
Valesentes receive greatest lessons from each other 
By Andrew Marchand 
Ithacan Staff 
"Keep away from people who 
try to belittle your mnbitions. Small 
people always do tliat, but t11e really 
great make you feel tliat you, too, 
can be really great." 
-Mark Twain 
IL is Seneca Falls, N.Y., in t11e 
1950s, and a boy named George 
fires a wiffle ball. His brother, Bob, 
using a broom handle as a bat, 
swings. Years later, they talk about 
an era when baseball was the 
thing-Mickey Mantle, the Yan-
kees and baseball cards. The dream 
was the major league. 
The Valesente brothers chased 
the dream, ~d in the process they 
learned how to teach others to be-
come g 'Today, Bob is the de-
fensive coach with the 
Green B · rs, while George 
is the · baseball coach in 
IthacaC _-. tory.-Tbrougbout 
theirliv · esenteshavebeen · 
surroun . • teachers, but the 
greatest lessoll was learned between 
the brothtfi. 
"As a ·football coach, I spend 
seven months working seven days a 
week,"Bobsaid. "My oneregretis 
t.batimissedpartofmykids' child-
hood." 
"I've never told [Bob] this, but I 
learned from the things he did," 
George said. "His one regret is that 
"/ always emulated 
him. He was like the 
pioneer." 
-George Valesente, 
Baseball Head Coach 
he did not spend enough time with 
his kids. It stuck witli me." 
Being four years older, Bob 
learned and starred first. George 
followed him through Little League, 
high school and Ithaca College. 
"I always emulated him," 
George said. "He was like the pio-
neer." 
Bob attended Seneca's public 
high school, Mynderse Academy, 
and said be gleaned a "winning 
~,, from bis football coach, 
ge Davis. Soon after, George 
similar lessons from Davis. 
t Bob attended Ithaca, and 
·, nior year be averaged more 
en yards a carry on a_~2 
baseball. as a capt.ail4~ 
tting average helped Uie 
to an undefeated regnJ.ar 
. During this time, impor-
~ for his brother, be befriended 
Banber.::atcberBobChristina,and, . 
inlp)rtantly for himself, a woman 
named Joan. 
Fouiyearslateratlthaca.George 
captained the soccer and basketball 
teams. In baseball, he nearly aver-
aged an RBI per game and one 
stJ:ike-out per inning. 
Both hrot11ers speak about t11cir 
haseball coach, "Bucky" Freeman, 
with tl1e smne reverent tones. 
"He taught me to be a teacher," 
George :;aid. 
"He could have coached in any 
era," Bob said. 
After college, bot11 brotl1ers still 
owned the dream of tl1c m:tjors. 
Bob signed witli the Cubs, but after 
a few seasons in A ball in Idaho and 
Minnesota, he moved on. As for 
George, he owned more potential 
and signed with the Washington 
Senators. He started as a first 
baseman, but while playing A ball 
in Geneva, N.Y., his club ded 
pitching. A year later, the eft.y 
was in AAA ball at But just 
one step away from W 
Due to the weather, Geor 
get a chance to pitch mu 
Senators asked bim to mo 
George thought ab.out qu· 
be spent a week with his 
dad told him to sdck 
George got to know his 
in a "hard to describe" w 
Two weeks later, bis dadfllnsed 
away. After four years, George's 
dream did to, more because of cir-
cumstances than lack of talent. 
Meanwhile, Bob spent 10 years 
at Cornell, starting to make his new 
dream of coaching at the highest 
level come true. To coach at this 
level, Bob said be needed a "rock.·· 
See VALESENTE, next page 
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Team's confide.nee 
reaches a new height 
by Darryl Haberman 
Ithacan Contributor 
The women's indoor track and 
field team is ready for its next chal-
lenge. 
WOMEN'S 
INDOOR TRACK 
AND FIELD 
PI~cing second in the contention 
of seven teams competing at the 
Hamilton Invitational last Saturday, 
the Bombers feel they arc prepared 
for what is coming next. 
"We knew we could do well at 
this meet," said Junior Melanie 
Della Rocco, who placed third in 
the 800-mcter. "We were expecting· 
to finish high." 
Senior co-captain Heidi 
Crossman agrees that the team is 
elevating their perfonnance level. 
"The team is stepping up and 
rising to a new level of excellence," 
Crossman said. 
Crossman participated in the 
pentathlon competition al Cornell 
last Friday and placed sixth out of 
twenty-eight athletes. 
Della Rocco was just one of the 
many Bombers to finish in the top 
three of her event Junior Bridget 
O'Brien took first and second place 
respectively in the 55-metcr hurdles 
and the long jump. First-year 
jumper Jennifer Fellows also com-
peted in the long jump, finishing 
third. 
Senior co-captain Bridget Free-
man took second place honors in 
TRACK 
Continued from previous page 
Lansley blamed the lack of com-
petition in tl1e event. 
"I think the better the competi-
tion, the faster you run. We blew 
them out of the water, and none of 
us even had a good time," Lansley 
said. 
The 4x400-meter team of first-
year runner Andrew Austin, sopho-
more Ryan Lillis and seniors Mike 
Lewek and Scott Rowe posted their 
season-best time of 3:35.37, miss-
ing the win by only .85 of a second. 
Coach Nichols was pleased with 
the meet overall. 
"It was a strong, well-balanced 
perfonnance," he said. "I would 
say it was typical of Ithaca, where 
we don't win a whole lot, but score 
in everything." 
The team returns to action tllis 
Saturday al Ille Cornell Invita-
tional. The meet is at 11 am. 
"The team is stepping 
up and rising to a,new 
level of excellence. " 
- Heidi Crossman, 
women's track and field 
senior co-captain 
the 55-meter hurdles and added a 
fourth place finish in the 55-meter 
da-;h. Senior co-captain Michelle 
Doti crossed tl1e line in I :46.69 to 
take third in the 600-meter run. 
And in the field, first-year Bomber 
Jessica Giordano, rounded out the 
top three in her event, finishing 
third in the shotput. 
Giordano, whohasalreadyquali-
ficd for States in the shotput., was 
happy with her perfonnancc and 
the team's as a whole. 
"Overall the team did really 
well," Giordano said. ·"The team 
has come together and quite a few 
people have qualified for the state 
meet." 
The Cornell Invitational is the 
Bombers' next challenge. The team 
will see how they match up against 
the competition of many Division I 
squads. 
Head Coach Kelli Bert was im-
pressed with the team's perfor-
mance over the weekend. 
"I have seen a lot of improve-
ment on the team," she said. "The 
girls are working hard to make it to 
the big meets- States and ECAC' s. 
Many have overcome fatigue due 
to the hard work we've been doing 
for the last month." 
Boy IT. 
$ELL IT. 
RENT IT. 
FIND IT. 
The Ithacan 
Classifieds are 
your solution. 
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Thcrock'snamcwasJoan,hiswife. 
She made the head coaching job at 
Kansas possible. Also, she made 
possible the assistantcoachingjobs 
with the Coils, Steelers and Pack-
ers. 
"She deserves the major share 
of the credit," Bob said. "She al-
lowed me to chase my dream." 
George became a graduate as-
sistant under"Carp" Woodatltllaca 
College. He also got to know Chuck 
Kerr, the athletic trainer, which 
would prove beneficial later in his 
career. 
His first head-coaching break 
came in August 1971 at a wedding 
when George and Bob found out 
former Bomber catcher Bob Chris-
tina planned to move on as the head 
coach at Brockport State. From Ille 
reception, the V alesente brothers 
called to set up an interview. That 
Monday, 10 minutes after being 
interviewed, George became the.. 
head coach at Brockport State, 
thanks in part to his brother and 
Christina. George's two-year stint 
at Brockport State was followed by 
Bob Valesente 
two-year commitments at SUNY 
~cw Paltz and Maritime College, 
where he added soccer duties. Next, 
--carp" Wood stepped down from 
Ille ba,;cball sidelines on South Hill. 
The athletic director at the time was 
Chuck Kerr, the former atllletic 
trainer. 
Throughout his career, Bob has 
met and learned from many influ-
ential people. 
FEBRUARY IS,'1996 
George Valesente 
"I hope someone says that about 
me one day," Bob said. 
George sometimes leaves work 
to attend to bis children, Christina, 
I 0, and David, seven. It is cold 
outside and he wears his Packers 
jacket. 
Bob hopes someone learns from 
him. 
Bob, I think someone alreadv 
has. -
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Bo:J11l>"ers avenge early season def eat 
Maclay's three-point shot in closing seconds sends game into overtime 
Sy Dave Udoff 
Ithacan Staff 
When the minutes become scarce, there 
comes a time when one must seire the mo-
ment. 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
After four years and 82 games, Melissa 
Maclay'sgloriousmomcntfinallycameTues-
day night. 
Although elected co-captain by her team-
mates this season, Maclay, the 5'6" senior 
guard for the Ithaca College women's bas-
ketball team, had been relegated to a backup 
role midway through the year for the Bomb-
ers. 
But in the closing seconds of the second 
half of an important game against No. 5-
ranked Hartwick. Maclay found herself in 
place to hit a three-point basket to tie the 
game. 
With :03 showing on the game clock, 
Maclay buried the shot from downtown and 
sent the game into overtime. 
And in the extra period, Maclay hit the last 
of six foul shots for the Bombers, which 
sealed a thrilling 72-68 victory. 
"For four years [Maclay] has been the 
greatestroleplayerthisschoolbaseverseen," 
Head Coach Christine Pritchard said. "She's 
a great leader and tonight was the proudest 
moment for me in terms of seeing her do what 
she did. Her points were so timely, and to see 
her have that kind of success makes me s9 
proud for her. She really deserves that, and 
she got it." 
When the Bombers made lhat last drive 
down the court in regulation, freshman guard 
Jen Cotton tried lhe initial three-point bucket 
to tic the game. Cotton's shot bounced off the 
rim, but senior guard Naomi Winakor grabbed 
the rebound and passed it to Maclay. Overall, 
the Bombers pulled down 27 offensive boards. 
Maclay said she bad no idea ·there were 
only three seconds remaining when she took 
her shot 
"When Cotton [missed] that shot all I 
thought was 'Wencedlhatrebound,"'Maclay 
said. "'Luckily, Naomi was there and she 
kicked it backed tome, and I knew we needed 
a three really quick, but I bad no idea lhere 
was that little time." 
Maclay may have saved the game in the 
final moments, but the Bombers were helped 
"Our goal was to get everybody to have a good game all in one 
night. We've had p~ople have stellar performances and tonight 
everybody played pretty much the game of the year. " 
- Christine Pritchard, women's basketball head coach 
by some other great perfonnances that held 
Hartwick in check throughout lhe game. 
Sophomore forward Margo McGowan 
scored 19 points, grabbed 17 rebounds and 
eight steals. 
Freshman center Jenn Colby scored 17 
points and had nine rebounds. Cotton scored 
14 points in 30 minutes. 
"Our goal wa,; to get everybody to have a 
good game all in one night," Pritchard said. 
"We've had people have stellar performances 
and tonight everybody played pretty much 
lhe game of the year." 
And yet, when discussing their landmark 
win over the Hawks, all the players could talk 
about was Melissa Maclay. 
"She put us in the game; lhat' s all I need," 
said Colby, who embraced Maclay when it 
was all over. "I really can't say much more." 
Maclay's heroic bucket was symbolic of 
the Bombers' strategy in lhis game, as they 
had to put up several long-range shots in 
order to get around Hartwick' s stonewalling 
defense. 
"They are a defensive ballclub, but we 
stepped out and hit our shots," Winakor said. 
"They were daring us to take threes and we 
stuck it [to U1cm)." 
For Hartwick, who snapped Ithaca's nine-
game winning streak on Jan. 26, this was only 
their fourth loss of lhe season. For the Bomb-
ers, it was their first win against a team 
ranked higher than they were. 
"All season, we've been on an even keel," 
Pritchard said. "We haven't lost any game 
that we were supposed to win, so these are the 
bonuses. That's like the cake and this is the 
frosting on the cake." 
The Bombers expect an anouncement to-
day as to whether they have been accepted 
into the New York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association basketball toumamenL 
Diving duo encounters stiff waters at Buffalo 
By Marjorie Obreza 
Ithacan Staff 
Diving can often be overshadowed by 
swimming events. 
But this was not the case last weekend. 
First-year diver Braden Rothig and sopho-
more Mary Ann Soprano led Ithaca's diving 
teams at the University of Buffalo Diving 
Invitational. ' 
Head Diving Coach Chris Zoltoski feels 
that although diving gets overlooked in lhe 
conference, be does 'all he can to keep that 
from happening at Ithaca. 
DIVING 
"It's the teams who do not take lhe time to 
work with lhe divers that are unsuccessful in 
the long run, like at the Nationals," Zoltoski 
take·t<a·plan and get 
a h1glier score ... 
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call u·s today to find out why. 
1-800-KAP-TE·ST 
-
The answer to the ·test question 
said. "If lhc meet comes down to the wire, 
then sometimes it's lhe diving scores that 
will give the team the victory." 
prano finished sixlh in the 3-meter event 
The divers now are looking ahead as 
Zoltoski has high expectations at the upcom-
ing State meeL Rotbig agrees that diving is not as empha-
sized as it should be. 
"There are fewer of us, but that gives me 
the opportunity to prove myself to the team," 
Rolhig said. 
Rothig finished sixth in lhe 3-metcr event 
and sevenlh in U1e I-meter event while So-
"[Mary Ann] has met and gone well past 
her goals for the season," Zoltosti said. "She 
was injured at U1e beginning of the season 
and has only been practicing one third of it, 
butshehasreally stepped up, and I expect her 
to score at lhe meeL" 
~- . 
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8th Annual 
Living with.AIDS 
Panel 
onday, February 19, 1996. 
7:00 PM Emerson Suite~ 
Share a little tenderness, 
show a little understanding, be there 
to show we care 
Sponsored by: 
Ithaca College AIDS Working Group 
The Prevention Network 
AIDS Work of Tompkins County 
. S.A.G.E. 
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Squad breaks reco·rd 
Consecutive 
loss streak 
reaches eight 
Steven Osterhaus 
Ithacan Staff 
It is said that history repeats it-
self. 
The Ithaca College wrestling 
team is learning tJ1is lesson the hard 
way after breaking the school's dual 
meet winless record ofO-7, set dur-
ing the l 945-46 season, with iL'> 
cightJ1 consecutive loss in dual 
match competition t11is season. 
WRESTLING 
The Bombers ended their regu-
lar season of dual matches on Sat-
urday, falling to the Red Dragons of 
Conland in the final home match of 
the season, 22-19. The last time the 
Bombers went winless was during 
the 1935-36 season when they com-
piled a record of0-1. 
Head Coach David Ruckman 
said his team went in expecting a 
fight despite the two teams' lop-
sided records. 
"We looked at their roster and 
we looked at ours, and they looked 
beatable,"Ruckmansaid. "I wasn't 
surprised with the outcome of the 
match." 
A trio of first-year wrestlers led 
the way for the Bombers, taking 
points in three weight classes. The 
evening started well for the Bomb-
ers, as first-year wrestler· Derck 
The Ithacan / Scott McDermott 
Michael Steinbar '96 during his 8-5 victory over Scott Ferris. 
Donegan obtained a forfeit in the "You have to lead the team by 
118-pound weight class. His class- setting examples," Stein bar said. 
mate,ScottMushtare,captureda5- "Just as Chris Matteotti ['96) did 
1 decision at the ISO-pound level, for me when I played under him." 
while Dan Butler ·99 completed the Stcinbar set his sights on com-
circle with a 12-3 victory in the ing out on the winning end in the 
158-pound weight class. Ruckman 126-pound weight class, and sue-
is pleased with the improvement of ceeded with an 8-5 victory. 
the younger players. "I worked hanl in practice all 
"They are starting to open up a week," Steinbar said. "And what-
little bit and are believing in them- ever you do in practice, you repeat 
selves," Ruckman said. "They arc in the match." 
applying what they have learned Brian Walch '96 ended the 
and making things happen." evening just as it began with a vic-
Senior co-captain Mikc S teinbar tory in the heavyweight class, 4-2. 
said what he and others do as se- The Red Dragons lead the overall 
niors makes a difference in how the series between the two clubs, 30-
ncwcomcrs perform. 25-3. 
Fi::BRUARY 15; 1996 
QUest Contiri.uef 
Tri-meet victory keeps Bombers' 
National Championship hopes alive 
By Ray Grabowski Ill 
Ithacan Staff 
The gymnastics team contin-
ues to gain confidence in its quest 
for a national championship. 
The Bombers won, with a 
clean sweep, a tri-meet at Mas-
sachuscttc; Institute of Technol-
ogy last Saturday, beating MIT 
l 73.625-168.375 and Wilson 
173.625-57 .05. 
GYMNASTICS 
MIT gotoffto aquickstartby 
grabbing tJle top four spots on 
the bars, but only managed to 
win the event by .25 of a point 
Ithaca reclaimed its composure 
and went on to win the three 
remaining events. 
Senior Laurie Gilman placed 
first in vault (8. 75), followed by 
senior Lindsay-Leigh Bartyzel 
(8.55) and sophomore Kristen 
Hovland (8.5), who placed third · 
and fourth respectively. 
The Bombers dominated the 
next two events by taking the 
majority of tJlc top six spots. 
Leading the way on the floor 
exercise was junior Lindsey 
Broich with a second place fin-
ish (9 .1), followed by sopho-
more Jen Nardone, sophomore 
Becky Davis and Bartyzcl. 
On the balance beam, 
Nardone paced the Bombers with 
a first place routine (9.2), while 
her teammates captured_ tlie re-
maining top four spots. 
. The team wants to continue 
its success and keep building on 
its confidence level right into 
the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference competition this 
Saturday in Rhode Island. Ithaca 
is ranked second in the latest 
National Collegiate Gymnastics 
Association Division llI poll. 
The Bombers arc defending 
the ECAC crown that they have 
captured the past three years. 
"We arc not going to undcr-
estimateanyoftheotherteams," 
said sophomore Tia Gardner. 
"We are just going to go out and 
do what we know how to do." 
While Ithaca defends the 
ECAC crown, some gymnasts 
are looking for individual titles 
at the event. 
On the floor exercise, Head 
Coach Rick Suddaby said that 
everyone in the lineup is strong 
and has a shot to go after the title. 
Senior co-captains Caren 
Cioffi and Kathy Kowalski will 
be defending their shared ECAC 
crown on the beam this year .. 
In the all-around, Bartyzcl is 
ranked third in Division Ill while 
Nardone is ranked 12th. Both 
gymnasts are expected to make 
a strong run for the all-around 
title again this year. 
First-year sensation swimming for record books 
By Glenn Roth 
Ithacan Staff 
First-year swimmer Renee 
Helbok hates to lose, and her record 
shows it. 
"I'm very competitive. I want to 
he the best," Hclbok said ... I'm not 
cocky but I'm confident, m1d I go 
out as hard as I can." 
WOMEN'S 
SWIMMING 
------- ·------·----· 
Hclbok said in order to succeed 
in competition, you have to believe 
in yourself. 
"It requires an attitude," Hclbok 
said. "You need lo know you're 
going to do your best." 
Helbok leads the team with 27 
first-place finishes and a total of 
322.25 points. Helbok is fast ap-
proaching Julie Smit '95, who wa<; 
tJ1e most recent first-year swimmer 
to record 29 victories. In compari-
son, 28-timc All-American Maria 
Ampula '94and25-timeAll-Amcri-
can Dawn Schmalzriedt '94 each 
had 27 wins in their first year. 
"[Hclbok) ranks right up there 
with tJ1cm," Head Coach Paula 
Miller said. 
Miller commented on Hclhok's 
outlook on swimming. 
"She's the type of person an 
individual sport attracts, someone 
who likes totcstU1cmsclves," Miller 
said. 
Even though Helbok leads the 
team in victories, she did not know 
what kind of season she was going 
to have. 
However, her coach is not sur-
prised by the first-year swimmer's 
success. 
"When we recruited her we knew 
she was talented," Miller said. "It's 
always nice when someone does as 
well as we hoped." 
Besides being a great frecstylcr, 
Hclbok has also become the top 
backstrokcr, top buttcrflyer and top 
200-yard individual medley swim-
mer on the team. 
Miller said Hclbok understands 
the team concept. 
"She's very flexible ,md she will 
do anything that the team asks her," 
Miller said. 
Her personal highlight of the 
season so far was against William 
Smith when she made a National 
"B" cut time in tlle 200-yard 
freestyle and a personal best in the 
500-yard freestyle. 
Helbok said the team's atmo-
sphere has helped her succeed in 
the pool. 
· "W c have a very strong support-
ive team that helps individual ac-
complishments," Helbok said. 
The Ithacan / Kelly Burdick 
Renee Helbok takes a breather between laps at practice·. 
Helbok's personality has also morwithalwayssomethingtosay," 
contributed to the team's success. Miller said. ··She's very upbeat and 
"It's fun to have her on the I'm looking forward to the next 
team-she has a great sense of bu- three years." 
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SCOREBOARD 
Gymnastics (s-2-1) 
@ M.I.T. 
Ithaca def. M.I.T. 173.625-168.375 
Ithaca def. Wilson 173.625-57.05 
So. Jen Nardone 1st balance beam 
2nd all-around 
3rd floor 
Sr. Laurie Gilman 1st vault 
Sr. Lindsay-Leigh Bartyzel 
3rd vault 
3rd.all-around 
3rd balance beam 
Fr. Judy Skupsky 2nd balancebeam 
So. Kristen Hovland 4th vault· 
Men's Basketball (14-7, 3-2) 
Ithaca def. Binghamton 64-59 
Ithaca def. AHred 78-59 
Ithaca def. Hartwick 55-46 
Women's Basketball (14-7, 3-1) 
Ithaca def. Alfred 66-52 
Ithaca def. Hartwick 72-68 OT 
Wrestling (0-8) 
Cortland def. Ithaca 22-19 
Men's Indoor Track & Fjeld (2-0) 
@ Hamilton Invitational Ithaca 1st 
Women's Indoor Track & Field (2-0) 
@ Hamilton Invitational Ithaca 2nd 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Nm m em BB. ~ 
Kevin Havens 21/21 12.5 7.1 40 
Mark Metcalf 21/20 11.7 3] 69 
.Rob Nadler 21/16 9.3 3.1 35 
Vince Perrine 18/1 8.9 1.8 31 
Keith Bergquist 21/10 6.4 4.2 17 
Gavin Mazurak 21/4 6.2 4.1 23 
Shaka Serville 20/16 6.1 2.5 52 
Eric Pitcher 21/12 5.0 2.8 5 
Jay Watts 15/0 2.5 1.0 6 
Kevin Mercier 20/3 2.1 1.4 29 
Kevin Connors 13/2 1.8 1.1 17 
Bre-nden Killeen 10/0 1.7 1.4 2 
Tucker Gifford 15/0 1.3 1-.5 · 1 
THE VJEEK AHEAD 
- : . .: Friday 2/16. . 
Women's Basketball vs. Keuka 6:00 
Men;s ·-easketball vs. Keuka 8:00 
Saturday 2111 
Gymnastics (ECAC Div.·111) ., 
Cha"1)ionship @ Rhode Island 
Women's Swimming and Diving 
- · @ Hamilton 11 :00 
Men'.s·lndoor Track & Field . 
·@ Comell lnvitational 11 :00 
Women's Indoor Track & Field · 
@ Comell Invitational 11 :00 
Wrestling (Empire Championship) 
:@ Oswego 11:00 
Women's Basketball @ Nazareth 2:00 
Men's Basketball @ Cazenovia 8:00 
Tuesday 1120 
Men's Basketball 
@ Roberts Wesleyan 8:00 
Wednesday 1121 
Men's Swimming and Diving 
(UNYSCSA Championship) 
@Rensselaer 11 :00 
TENNIS UPSET . 
Ithaca College junior tennis player Todd 
Smith pulled off an upset last weekend at 
the Cornell Invitational. Smith defeated 
Chad Herndon of Division ~-St. 
Bonaventure, 3-6, 6-2, 7-6, (7-4) before 
bowing out to Division I Cornell's Matt Atlas 
in the second round, 6-3, 6-2. 
.BASEBALL TRIP 
~ 
March 9 
March 10 
March 11 
March 12 
March 13 
March 14 
March·15 
OPPONENT 
at Florida Tech 
at St.Leo 
St. Xavier 
at Rollins 
Wagner 
Liberty 
Brandeis 
"Tum 
1 :00 
2:00 
1:00 
7:00 
6:00 
2:00 
4:00 
What's HOT, and 
What's NOT? 
GAME OF THE WEEK 
. The women's gymnastics team is heading 
to Rhode Island for the.ecAC Cha"l)ion-
ships in hopes to defend their title. The 
Bombers have won the last three years in a 
row .. Ithaca has claimed six ECAC champi-
onships during the tenure of current coach 
Rick Suddaby. Senior Lindsay-Leigh 
Bartyzel is the defending ECAC vault and 
all-around champion and senior Caren 
Cioffi and sophomore Kathy Kowalski 
shared the ECAC balance beam crown. 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
.ti.AME !§ 
Margo McGowan 20 
Jenn Colby 20 
Jen Cotton 11 
Kristi Clark 15 
Holly Mosher 3 
Laurie Egan o 
Colleen Cleary 9 
Naomi Winakor 19 
Melissa Maclay 4 
Liz Carty 1 
Kellie Riesbeck 1 
Kelly Shene 2 
Olivia Weale O 
Kerri Kramer O 
~Am.em Alla 
239 11.4 184 8.8 
232 11.l' 165 7.9 
168 9.9 67 3.9 
107 5.4 57 2.9 
103 4.9 35 1.7 
88 4.9 67 3.7 
95 4.5 36 1.7 
83 4.0 78 3.7 
60 3.2 29 1.5 
56 3.0 26 1.4 
50 2.6 30 1.6 
48 2.5 65 3.4 
15 1.9 8 1.0 
16 1.3 11 .9 
BASKETBALL POLL 
NCAA Division Ill Women's 
Basketball East Region Rankings 
February 13, 1996 
NQ... Tu.AM W:L 
l. RIT 19-2 
2. Hartwick 16-5 
3. Rensselaer 14-7 
4. Buffalo State 16-6 
5. Hamilton 12-8 
6. Geneseo 15-6 
7. St. John Fisher 15-5 
8. St. Lawrence 15-6 
Ithaca Students ! ! ! 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Rob Nadler 
Men's Basketball 
. 
.· 
' 
Junior Rob 
Nadler has been 
on a shooting 
tear the past 
three games. 
During this span, 
the small 
forward aver-
aged 16 points a 
contest while 
shooting 60 
percent from the 
field,including 55 
' . ·~~\_' 
• --..(.;'«1¥-. 
:t::-
~ --r ~ :·~-.\~r . ." 
'<. 
percent from the three-point arc. In last 
Thursday's victory over Binghamton, Nadler 
led the Bombers offensive attack with 15 
points. In an away game against Alfred 
last'Saturday, he converted 11 of 12 from 
the free throw line scoring 16 points and 
pulling down five rebou_nds. Against 
Hartwick last Tuesday, he shot at a 75 
percent clip en route to a team-high 16 
point performance, including three of four 
from behind the three point line. During this 
streak, Nadler raised his season scoring 
average to nine points. 
SPOTLIGHT 
Head me11's basketball coach Tom Baker 
recently notched his 30oth collegiate win on 
Sunday against Alfred. During his 18 year 
tenure as head coach of the Bombers, he 
has compiled 268 victories. In his first 
season, he was a coach at North Adams 
State.Baker now owns an overall collegiate 
coaching record of 300-189 including a 
268-179 mark at Ithaca. Baker attributes his 
success to his teams and coaches. "I think 
that it is certainly due to a lot of great 
players with great attitudes and nine 
outstanding coaches over nineteen years. 
You do not do it without them." 
ACC Loi:ig Distance challenges you to exchange your creative ideas for free 
long-distance and other great prizes. Submit the most hip, hot name for the new 
ACC Travel Card exclusively for college students! We need a name that's ALL 
THAT and more!!! 
·The Grand Prize winner will receive a $200 Gift Certificate to the Campus 
. . , 
~ookst~re, plus $50 free long distance service. In addition, three winners will 
be chosen from each participating school to recieve free long-distance service as 
follows: 
$50 free 
$25 free 
$10 free 
:· l~t place 
2n(fplace 
3r~fplace 
. . ".- ··.:: -~ . -tf ' . . ' . 
I. ~_,,: ,' - • _- . -.. ~ ;":~.~ :'' ~: :/ .~-~ ... :;~¥}-~: '~. • ' : • • . • 
' ,~, ·:.~9~'J~r:~,:~\1.m, b~j1.ocated at-th~.ACC_·office in.the Terrace Dining Hall. -~_om-
·-- ·pl~te _·ari~¢~~~orm ~JitJ,Ia,ce it in fpe entry box prior to February 23, 1996. Win-
.<ner~£ ~ij_=~_:·C.Q~tact~,t.y phone_by::J~.1arch 1, 1996 ·_ -
• -~ • • ,. -:..,~. r •• • • ~f-=!1;.,:-:\·~'\ ~,' • 
.. ~;,~~-l-~ - .... , 
" 
' 
' I 
i_' '"! 
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--On Sunday night 
students_ displayed 
t11eir talents during 
Open Mic ·Night in 
the coffeehouse as 
part of the Winterf est 
activities. The event 
was hosted by 
sophomore Scott 
Durkee. 
Untapped 
Clockwise from top: 
Lunar Stew band members Bill Frank '98, 
Brian Golden '99, Erik Tozer '99 and Brian 
Visch '99 perform a song inspired by the hit-
movie •e.T.• 
Aaron Velardi '98 plays an original piece 
dedicated to friends. He also plays in a 
College-affiliated jazz band. 
Poet Dominic Cottone '99 shares his original 
works with the audience. His stage presence 
captured the attention of the crowd. 
Dean Kobayashi '98 livened things up with his 
funky bass playing. He provided an original 
act by blending distortion with traditional baas 
playing. 
-Photos by 
Joe Goss 
